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Absttact 

This pradicurn report explores the mediation of eight cases: seven 

vidimloffender cases involving minor assaults and one threatening bodily ham. 

Four measures were evaluated: impact of face-to-face mediation, wnting an 

agreement. fulfillment of restitution, and leaming objectives. The focus was to 

detemine whether mediation restored communication between dispuiants. Anger 

halted proper communication and resolution of the incident in al1 cases. All 

parties were acquaintanœs and mflicts were incident-based. The mediation 

was based on a restorative paradigm. Restorative justice maintains that four 

parties are afïected by criminal behaviour: victim, offender. comrnunity, and 

government. It emphasizes that the goal of the criminal justice system is to assist 

al1 parties in reaching resolution. Resolution therefore requires that the victim 

receive reparation for injuries and the offender assume responsibility for the 

crime. 

Initial screening for potential mediations was done in private information 

court. Out of a number of cases (not documenteci) thought appropriate by the 

Crown for mediation eight cases proceeded to mediation; a written agreement 

was reached in three cases and a verbal agreement in two cases. The mediation 

proces followed the mode1 of introduction. issue identification, discussion, and 

agreement. Variation in the rnodei existed when case development and 

mediation were done in the same evening. The State Anger Scale (SAS) was 

utilized. Results of the pretest and posttest indicated that seven out of eight of 

the wrnplainants and three out of eight of the accused were les imtated after the 

mediation. Tabulated results are outlined for eight cases and recornmendations 

for future mediation work are discussed. 
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Mediating Minor Assaults 

Introduction 

Mediating conflids of minor assauits has gained populanty as the court 

systems have becorne increasingly overburdened and unable to provide a forum 

for victims and offenders to voiœ their issues. Allowîng vicüms and offenders to 

meet face-to-face has enabled victims to receive answen to questions they have 

about the cornmitteci against them, to express their concerns directly to 

the person who victimized them, and to voiœ an opinion regarding the penalty the 

offender should ultimately receive. Onenders have the chance to take direct 

responsibility for their actions. to portray themselves as more than just criminals 

and to make amends through negotiation and payment of restitution to their 

victims. This practicum report is based on rnediations involving rninor assauks. 

The first chapter will compare the restorative model of justice to the traditional 

criminal justice system. The second chapter wïll review literature relating to 

victimlofknder mediation. The third chapter w.ll outline incident-based and 

historical rnodels which were used for the pracücum plan. Chapter four will 

discuss the detailed rnediation plan that was devised pnor to the practicum. The 

implementation of the practicum plan will be discussed in chapter five. Chapter 

six will present the results of the eight cases that were mediateci. Chapter seven 

will surnmarize the practicum and preparations for it. with recommendations for 

future mediation work. It is important to note that the terms 'victim" and 

'complainant,' and 'offender" and 'accusedu are used interchangeably, the term 

'disputanf' refemng to either vidirn or offender. 



Chamr 1 - Resto-e Justice and Mediation as an Alternative to 

the Traditional Criminal Justice Svstem 

The historical ideology of justice, punishing the offender for crimes 

cornmitteci and court mandated restitution, has sustained society for a long pend 

of time. This concept is very old, for in the book of Exodus 1 is said that 

restitution shall be made if a man steak an ox or a sheep. or puts his cattle to 

graze in another man's field (Wright, 1982, p. 252). This 'eye for an eyen concept 

not only has pemeated NoNi America's criminal justice system, bot has affected 

the way in wfiich society perceives victirns and offenders. The criminal justice 

systern, used today, is based on retribution which is defined as 'deserved 

punishment for evil donen (Van Ness & Strong, 1997. p. 38). A retributive system 

of justice asks the question, 'Which law has been broken?" and 'What 

punishment should the offender receive?" 

The Restorative Model of Justice 

In contrast to the traditional system of retribuüve justiœ is the evolving 

restorative system of justice. This systern 'looks at the ham caused by an 

incident and seeks to repair or heal this harm" (Mediation Services, 1996, p. 40). 

A restorative approach to confiid focuses on questions such as: 'Who was 

hurt?" 'What are his or her needs?." and 'Who is obligated to address those 

needs?" Restorative justice theory holds the view that four parties are affect4 

by criminal behaviour: victim, offender, community, and government. It 

emphasizes that every crime involves specific victirns and offenders, and that the 

goal of the criminal justiœ system should be to help al1 parties reach resolution. 



Resdution requires that the vicb'm receive reparation for his or her injuries and 

that the offender take responsibility for his or her aime. and recompense the 

victim. Recornpense has k e n  defined as 'something given or done to make up 

for the injury" (Van Ness 8 Heetderks Strong, 1997, p. 38). The offender who 

causes the injury should be the one actively involved in repairing the damage. 

The restorative theory of justice lwks at both micro and macro influences 

in maintaining safety within the population. While govemments provide safety by 

imposing orders upon individuals, comrnunities also have to strive for safety by 

f m i n g  strong, stable, and peaceful rdationships among their members. This 

cooperative relationship provides the basis for crime prevention. The victim's and 

offender's need for resoluüon and the govemment's and community's need for 

public safety have to be addressed within the same process. The govemment 

ought to assist in reestablishing order by ensuring that victims receive reparation 

and that offenders are treated fairiy in the proœss. The restorative theory of 

justice also considers the function of community. Communities need to strive to 

restore justice between victims and offenders while at the same tirne helping 

them reintegrate into the community. For victims this entails a process of healing 

and for offenders, rehabititation. 

This circular pattern outlines the interdependent relationships necessary 

under the restorative justice theory. 'Peace without order is as inamplete as 

recompense without vindication; healing without redress is as inadequate as 

rehabilitation &out faimessn (Van Ness 8 Heetderks Strong, 1997. p. 40-41). 

The comprehensiveness of the model is the central aspect of restorative justice. 
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It seeks to address and balance the rights of victims. offenden, communities. and 

govemments (Van Ness & Heetderks Strong, 1997, p. 41). 

A restoraüve system of justice is based on three fundamental propositions. 

The first is that justice requires restoration of victims. ofïenders. and communities 

which are injured by crime. 'Crime leaves injured victims, communities. and 

offenden in its wake, each hamed in different ways and experiencing 

correspondingly different needsm (Van Ness & Heetderks Strong, 1997, p. 32). 

Victims are those who are hamed by the offknder and may have sustained 

physical injury. monetary loss, or ernotional pain. Though each individual rnay 

have sustained differing injuries because of varying circumstances, ali victims 

express two cornmon elernents: the need to regain control over their own lives 

and the need for vindication of their rights. The experienœ of being victirnized 

encornpasses a sense of powerlessness because the victim was unable to 

prevent the crime from occumng. Communities also experience a sense of loss 

when a crime is comrnitted. The sense of safety. confidence. and order for its 

members is threatened and the cornmon values of the community are violated. 

Finally, the offender's injuries have to be addressed. Such injuries may have 

occurreâ as the result of the crime or rnay have contributed to the cri-me. These 

wounds may be physical (the offe~der was hamed during the crime) or emotional 

(the offender experienced shame). It is important to note that offenders are likely 

to be rehaned by the tradlional criminal justice system's response. alienating 

them from their communities, straining family relations, and prohibiting them from 

making amends to their vidims. 



The second proposition is that vicüms, offenders, and communlies need to 

have the opportunity for active involvement in the restorative process as early 

and as completely as possible. S ine the current retributive approach considers 

the govemment ta be the party hamed by crime, victims, offenders and 

comrnunities are reduced to passive participants in the process. Victims are thus 

rnerely 'pieces of evidence used by the state to obtain a convicüon' (Van Ness & 

Heetderks Strong, 1997, p. 34). Similady, defendants have few incentives to take 

responsibilrty for their actions and many incentives to remain passive while the 

state builds its case and lawyers tear arguments apart. Cornmunity participation 

is solely limited to jury duty. Restorative justice, on the other hand, seeks to 

involve al1 three participants in the proces, aiming to restore and rebuild victim- 

offendercommunity relations. 'mhe efforts of community members to repair the 

injuries to victims and offenders serves to strengthen the community" (Van Ness 

& Strong, 1997, p. 35). 

The third proposition is that in promoting justice the govemment is 

respansible for preseMng order and the community for establishing peace. Both 

order and peaœ are required for sustaining public safety. Peaœ hes been 

defined as a 'aioperative dynamic fostered within a cornrnunity" (Van Ness & 

Heetderks Strong, 1997, p. 35). Viewed in this light, communaies must respect 

individual rights and help resolve interpersonal conflict. On the other hand, 

individuals also have to respect community rights. Order, in aintrast, is imposed 

on the community by extemal forces: governments and criminal laws. It acts to 

minimize mnflict and reduœ chaotic factors. The combination of these two 



forces, order and peace, maintain harmony and safety within a communrty. 

'Safety cornes as both govemment and community play their parts in upholding 

order and establishing peace" (Van Ness & Heetderks. 1997, p. 36). 

A restorative approach to conflid rewlution emphasizes both wncepts of 

restitution and reparation as a means of restoring the victimloffender relationship 

and compensating the vidirn for losses. Reparation is the restorative way for the 

justice system to respond to the ham done to victims. Reparation has k e n  

defined as 'the act of making amends, offkring expiation. or giving satisfaction for 

a wrong or injury; something done or given as amends or satisfaction* (Van Ness 

& Heetderks Strong, 1997, p. 91). A reparative sanction such as restitution is 

one that requires the offender to cornpensate the victim for his or her losses and 

the harm done. Restitution represents recovery of losses, but its real importance 

is symbolic. 'It implies an acknowfedgment of the wrong and a statement of 

responsibility" (Zehr, 1990, p. 192). Making right is a fom of vindication that 

promotes healing of both the victim and the offender. Restitution is made by 

returning or replacing property, by rnonetary payment, or by performing direct 

services to the victirn. For instance, victims who have experienced bodily hann 

are often extremeiy angry and saddened by the conflict. Reparation allows them 

to explore and express their rage towards the individual who caused unnecessary 

harm to them and to receive compensation for their losses. This could consist of 

monetary payment for the loss of salary or assisting the disputant with household 

chores. '[Mly goal was to have the offender see face to face that it was a person 

he had violated.. .to be able to have him understand that it was a loss and hurt" 



(Umbrel. 1989, p. 55). 

Failinas of the Traditional Model 

In the traditional criminal justice system. oniy two parties are involved in 

the adversarial pmcess, the state and the offender; the victim lacks information 

about the progress of his or her case. and suffering is often ignored. The failure 

to include victims' interests in the p m s s  is becoming more and more apparent 

to those involved in the criminal justice system such as victims, lawyefs, 

offenders, and wmmunrty groups. Vctims sufier a perverse kind of double 

jeopardy that exdudes them from the process almost from the moment the crime 

is committed. In effect, they are k i n g  victimized once by the offender and then 

again by the aiminal justice system. The offender is also denounced and silenced 

in the process; ties to the community are weakened, the process assumes win or 

lose outcornes, and response to the criminal adivity is factored on the offender's 

past behaviour. The active party is the govemment and the passive recipient of 

punishment is the offender. Punishment does not assist in repairing the harrn 

done, but muses further injuries; both the victim and the offender are fumer 

injured. 'The process neglects victims while failing to meet its expressed goals of 

holding offenders amuntable and detemng crime' (Zehr. 1990. p. 178-1 79)- 

Criminals have k e n  viewed as owi'ng a debt to society that must be repaid, and 

this model has ignored both the victim's and offender's feelings, concems, and 

needs (Zehr, 1990. p. 193). 

Further, inappropriate sentencing based on skewed evaluation has been 

an apparent weakness in the retributive paradigm. Van Ness and Heetderks 



Strong (1997) disaissecl various rnethods m ich  have emerged and becorne 

standard tools in conecüonal dechion making. This standardized process of 

assessing stakes as well as risks has led to sentence disparity and unfair 

evaluation. For example, a fraquent petty shoplifter may have a high risk of 

reoffending, but the stakes involved are relatively minor. The cornmunity and 

judge are therefore likely to consider this person as a nuisance but not a danger. 

Yet, even if a murderets chances of reoffénding are extremely low. the stakes 

involved are very high. Thus. even if this person is not likely to murder again, the 

stakes are high enough that he or she is treated as a serious offender (Van Ness 

& Heetderks Strong, 1997, p. 102). Individual assessrnent and evaluation are 

generally not taken into account. 'A signifkant percentage of current prisonen 

could be serving corn rnunity-based sentences instead of prison wiüiout 

significantly inaeasing public nsk" (Van Ness 8 Heetderks Strong. 1997. p. 99). 

Discrepanaes between the treatrnent of wealthy and poor individuals have 

also caused conœm in the ctiminal justice system. Unlike wealthy people. the 

paor are severely disadvantaged sine they are unable financially to compensate 

their victims for the crimes they committed (Wright. 1982, p. 253). They are 

forced into alternative rnethods to make amends, such as irnprisonment 'Tallack 

thought that the remainder of those unable to pay would have to be sent to 

prison, so as to ensure that they did not escape scot- free..." (Wright. 1982. p. 

253). 

There has been much debate as to whether punishment under the 

retributive mode1 has been an effective means of curbing meme. While some 



have maintained that impriçonment and parole reduœ the recurrenœ of crime, 

others believe that programs based on reçtorative pnnciples may be more 

effective than current programs (Wright, 1982, p. 179). Experirnental psychology 

has offered some insight into the effects of punishment on human behaviour. A 

farnous experiment by the psychologkt Skinner not only showed the long-terni 

ineffediveness of punishment, but why popular belief in punishment persisted. 

When rats were punished for pulling the food supply lever, at first they pulled it 

significantly less than unpunished rats. Yet. at the end of a few hours they were 

doing it as much as those rats that have not b e n  punished. Even for humans, 

penalization appears to be an effective deterrent in the short terni, but its effects 

quickly Wear off (Wright, 1982, p. 180). Mild punishment deters unwanted 

behaviour if prompt, predictable, and informative. Severe punishrnent produces 

lasting effects such as anxiety, neurosis, and inability to respond. Extremely 

severe punishment 'produce[d] the pathological response of fixating the behavior 

instead of eliminating it" (Wright, 1982, p. 180). This enhanced ctiminal and 

pathological response to penalty therefore creates ineffective and non-functioning 

human beings. The traditional justice system therefore has k e n  reinforcing 

crirninality instead of discouraging it. A study of adult parolees found that a group 

released early to a restitution center had fewer new convictions than a rnatched 

group released to parole after serving a normal period of imprisonment (Galaway, 

1 988, p. 678). 

Wdim participation in the rettibutive criminal justice system is severely 

minirnized; victims do not have input into the process or the outcorne. In the 



retributive system of justice. victïms have four primary fundions. They are the 

primary source of refenals, they are witnesses, they act as ras-pients of 

information and am providers of impact statements (Galaway, 1985, p. 618). 

Victirns do not have the right to voice their conœms or meet the offender who 

caused them significant ernotional, psychological. and physical grief. 

lnstead of ignoring victims and placing offenders in a passive role, the new 

paradigm places both disputants in active and interpersonal problem-solving 

roles. Crime is no longer viewed as a violation against the state, but as a 

misdoing of one individual against the other. lnjury to the victim is the main 

component of the crime. In reviewing past literature, Sebba (1982) developed 

two theoretical models bas& on the present retributive system and the emerging 

restorative paradigm. It should be noted that this author utilized historical 

terminology in describing the two systems of justice which do not correspond to 

the present definitions. Sebba stated that the criminal system is based on a 

Social Defense-Welfare Model (retnbutive). The concept of victimloffender 

confrontation is eliminated entirely and the state performs the mediating d e  

between disputing parties. Govemments take on the primary role of controlling 

the threat to communities by offenders and at the same time catering to the 

needs of victims. The principie objective is to maximize the benefits and minimize 

the h a n  to al1 individuals and communities involved (Sebba, 1982. p. 232). In 

contrast. the Adversary-Retfibutive Model (restorative) focuses on restoring or 

improving the victimloffender relationship. lnjury to the victim is the main 

component of the crime. The state plays the primary role of ensuring and 



overseeing that the vicüm is compensated for the (Galaway, 1985, p. 619- 

620). The two paradigms have distinctly difkrent objectives. One is oriented 

toward basic -al noms and values, wfiile one focuses on individual 

relationships. One deals with breaches of law, M i l e  the other seeks to settfe 

personal disputes (Bussman, 1992. p. 319). Mediation within a resfotative 

paradigm seeks to address the shortcomings of the traditional retributive system. 

The Mediation Movement 

Allowing the victim's vo ie  to be heard, addressing the victim's and 

ofkndeh needs and concems, and assisting both parties in reaching a mutual 

understanding of the conflict are important elements of the restorative theory of 

justice. Mediatiun is the practice to serve this new paradigm. This process has 

b e n  defined as a collaborative, problem-solving process in which an impartial 

third party assists the disputants in clearly identifying the issues. understanding 

each other's perspective, and reaching a resolution that is acceptable to al1 

involved (Mediation Services. 1996, p. 1). The mediation proœss involves four 

dimensions: 1) introducing the disputants to the mediation proces; 2) listening to 

the parties' perspectives of the incident; 3) assisting the disputants in 

understanding each othefs viewpoint; and 4) drafting a mutually satisfying 

agreement (Mediation Services. 1996. p. 4). 'Probably the most important 

innovative asped of mediation does not lie in its humanistic Christian approach 

but in its communicative or discursive paradigm" (Bussman. 1992, p. 323). 

Mediation enhanœs communication between two disputing parties. Three 

ovemding goals of restoration on which mediation is bas& are: 1) empowering 



victims in direct involvement and emotional dasure; 2) irnpressing on offenders 

the human impact of their antisocial behavior; and 3) compensating victims for 

their losses by utilizing restitution by the offender (Nugent 8 Paddock. 1995, p. 

355). 'To be made to think can be harder than to be made to suffef (Wright, 

1992. p. 530). 

Mediation is based on four assumptions. First. conflict is a natural and 

inevitable part of human existence; wnfiict perse is neither positive nor negative. 

When it is handled approprïately, it can be constructive and spur change in the 

dynamics of human relationships. Handled wrongly, it can result in darnage or 

even destruction. Viewing and approactiing human conflid from this perspective 

greatly affects one's response to another individual. Second, individuals are 

capable of solving their own conflicts. The most satiswing resolution cornes from 

the individuals involved in the dispute. Mediators assist people in deciphering 

and comprehending a cornplex issue that has become entangled in emotions and 

reactions. Assisting in resolving a problem makes disputants aware that cunflicts 

can be resolved wiaiout utilBrtg adversarial methods and helps disputants build 

intemal skill that can be utilized in Mure conflicts. Third, there can be win/win 

resolutions. Past experiences of wïnliose conflicts maintains individuals in 

adversarial modes of thought. lirniting the resolution of conflicts. A winfwin 

outcome is more likely to occur when people work together to resolve disputes. 

This collaborative approach rebuilds the dynamics of the relationship that are 

destroyed as a result of the conflid Fourth. reconciliation is possible in a number 

of varying situations and degrees of seriousness. Disputes that contain a 



tremendous amount of hostility and pain, such as incidents of assault, cm be 

mediated just as successfully as a straightfbmrard conflict (Mediation Services, 

1996, p. 2). 

R. Bush and J. Folger (1994) have suggested that at the heart of the 

mediation movement is the belief that the fundamental aim is to bring about the 

resolution of conflict. 'Above a11 else, meâiation makes 1 possible for agreements 

to be reached, and for those agreements to be ones that the disputants find 

satisfactory" (Bush 8 Folger, 1994, p. XI). Another objective is to improve or 

enhance the relationship between disputants. These authors further argued that 

mediation encompasses the power and potential to 'transfomi" people's lives via 

empowerment and recognition. Mediation increases an individual's own sense of 

personal eficacy (ernpowennent), while at the same time creating 'a greater 

openness to and acceptana of the person seated on the other side of the table 

(recognition)" (Bush & Folger, 1994, p. XII). Even where no written agreement is 

d m  up, mediation still functions as a source of empowerrnent and recognlion. 

1) Goals of Mediation Wahin a Restorative Framework 

Certain characteristics make up the restorative framework of mediation 

(Wright, 1992, p. 528-529). During the process stage, victims are able to meet 

offenden for mediation at a time that is right for them. Meetings take place when 

vicüms are emotionally and psychologically ready for the proceçs, rather than it 

being linked to any one stage in the criminal justice system. Reparation agreed 

upon between the vicürn and the offender must be suppMted by the court systern. 

Measures imposed by the courts must be reparative, not punitive. For victims 
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whose offenden have not been caught or for vicüms who do not wish to meet 

their offenders, separate victimlofknder groups should be anangeci. Finally. 

restricüng one's right to freedom need only be imposed for the protection of the 

public. Deprivation of liberty should only be exercised when there is no 

alternative to public protection. This takes two foms; restricting activities or 

taking one into custody. 

Wright (1992) discussed that the outcorne of a restorative system of 

justice encompasses three elements. As opposed to a retributive paradigrn in 

which there are multiple aims, the single primary goal in a restorative framewwk 

is to restore and irnprove the condition of the victim. Where offenders are known. 

sanctions take the form of reparation to the vicüm via mediation. Finally, 

reparation may be made to victirns by offenders agreeing to be involved in 

rehabilitative programs to avoid future offending. 

II) Restitution WNiin a Restorative Framework 

There had k e n  much discussion to address ways in which the ofknder 

can make restitution to the victim. The literature outlines that within a restorative 

system of justice the amount paid to the victim rnay be based on the level of 

eamings detemined by the senousness of the offence. Weekly payments over a 

long period of time may function as a method to bridge the gap between the rich 

and poor, act as a constant reminder of the crime cornmitteci, and maintain the 

person in a p e n d  of supervision. Requiring amends in cummunity work service 

in place of money is also an effective means of restitution for both rich and poor 

individuals. Accepting opportunities for training and wmpleting one's education 



foster selfanfidence and the development of &al skills (Wright. 1982, p. 254). 

The enhanœment of these skills provides opportunities for employment and close 

relationships in the future. 

Mediation is a viable tod to implement a paradigm shift from a reûibutive 

system of justice to a restorative one. "This would embrace not only the 

restorative principle but also the recognition that crime prevention should be 

baseci on general incentive rather than general detemence' (Wright. 1992, p. 

525). Disputants becorne active rather than passive participants in the justice 

system. Face-to-face encounters are based on a restorative paradigm that 

enables victims to express their anger, anguish, and sorrow to thuse who violated 

them physically and emoüonally. It provides a mechanism for rehabilitating 

offenders while ofTering thern the chance to make arnends in a ver'  personal way. 

Rather than encountering a faceless state, people who have wrnmitted crime 

have to expetienœ the consequences of meeting face-to-face those individuals 

whom they hurt. Mediation provides the medianism for enabling victims and 

offenders to experience the justice system in an understandable. humane, and 

satisfying manner. 



Chaoter 2 - Literature Relatina to Victimlûffender Mediation 

Mediation literature at present primarily mcems juvenile property 

offences. This literature review is therefore based on general victim/offender 

programs and outcome studies. Only one article was found which involved 

mediating minor assaults. Two quaeries guided the following review of the 

literature: is implementing a victimlofbnder mediation program feasible. and M a t  

was the impact of rnediation on both victirns and offenders? With respect to 

implementation, the research highlights five central interiocking factors which 

need be considered in effectively mediating disputes: staffing and training, time 

requirements, feasibility, participation in reconciliation, and communication. 

I )  Staffing and Training 

The literature indicates that there have been wide discrepancies in the 

expertise of mediators and their use in the rnediation sessions (Hughes & 

Schneider, p. 1989). Trained staff were used as mediators in 55% of prograrns, 

37% of the programs used a combination of staff and volunteers, and in the 

remaining 8% only volunteers sewed as mediators. There was also a wide 

discrepancy in the number of mediators working in a program. Respondents from 

13 programs indicated having only one mediator, and 25 respondents claimed 

fewer than three. In six programs however 50 or more mediators were used and 

one respondent reported that over 100 were involved. The median was five. 

Discrepancies in staffing was also apparent in monitoring the completion of 

agreements. Hughes and Schneider (1989) disaissecl that in alrnost al1 programs 

(91%) the contract was monitgred to qake sure that the offender cornpleted al1 



requirements. This task was perfomed by either program staff (35%) or by 

probation department staff (33%). In some instances monitoring was performed 

by a combination of personnel (25%) or in a few cases the mediator did al1 the 

monitoring (6%). 

There were further dispanties in the number of training hours mediators 

reœived. Some respondents in the Hughes & Sdineider (1989) study reported 

that their prograrns required no training at al1 (4%). one said that the training was 

done by trial and error, and another stated that training was done on the job. At 

the other extreme, two respondents reported offenng 80 hours of training. The 

average training time was 20 hours with nine hours follow-up. Umbreit (1989) 

reported that in minor assault mediation, the extended length of time for each 

case and the wmplex issues involved required more highly trained professional 

mediators. Mediator training needed to be upgraded from the existing 12 to 15 

hours to 40 to 60 hours in order to inciude training in post-traumatic stress. grief 

counseling, severe trauma intervention. and information on mental health 

resources. Training included follow-up strategies for victims and offenders such 

as pst-mediation victimloffender meetings. Such wide discrepancies in stafFing 

and training hours, have raiseâ the question as to whether disputants were in fact 

receiving adequate care. 

II) Time Requirements 

A significant amount of time is necessary for the procesç of vidimloffknder 

mediation. due to the complexities of hurnan emotion and the intricacies of 

relationships. Mediaton spend a substanüal amount of time with disputants 



before. during, and after mediation to ensure that the mediation addresses 

vidimloffender needs and that resolution in fom of an agreement is 

accomplished within the agreed-upon tirne frame. The fiterature indicates mat 

rninor assaults have b e n  successfully mediated on@ through extended mediation 

sessions. 'mhrough face-to-face communication. in the presenœ of a trained 

mediator, the confiict mn be humanized. tension reduced. and stemtypes of 

each other modifiedg (Umbreit, 1989, p. 100). Umbreit's (1 989) artide outlined 

that although there was potential for vidirn/off&nder mediation involving minor 

assautts, the basic VORP (Victim Onender Reconciliation Program) design had to 

be aitered due to the complexity of human motion. Three basic ptinciples 

guided work with victims who have experienced bodily h a n .  First, sensitivity had 

to be exercised as to the timing for apptoaching victims of minor assault to be 

involved in mediation. Umbrel (1989) noted that usually several rnonths had to 

elapse and family and fnend support systems had to fade before suggesting the 

possibility of vidirn/offender mediation. Second, extreme sensitivity was also 

necessary so that victims did not feel that they were being coerced into the 

mediation process or that they had to reconcile with the oifender; forgiveness had 

to be genuine. Third, victims of violent crimes required extensive counseling and 

support services to help them mach a successful resolution. 

As mediators rnoved from the above principles to the actual practiœ of 

mediation involving violent cases, the task becarne very difficult. 'The experienœ 

in Genesee County indicates that far more time is required for each case' 

(Umbreit. 1989, p. 110). Rather than the usual single meeting with the vidim 
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and aie offender. at least three individual sesions with each party were &en 

required. The average case was likely to average 15 to 20 hours rather than the 

normal four to six per case. Post-mediation meetings were most Men required in 

crimes of violence to ensure the emotional and physical safety of disputants. 

There was no doubt that a longer pend  of time was needed to build trust wïth 

both victims and offenders. 

Mediators had to spend time both preparing for the mediation session and 

monitoring the completion of the agreement (Galaway. 1988). In this study a 

victimlofknder mediation program in Minneapolis-St Paul was designed primarily 

to handle cases of juvenile burglars and their victims. The projed began 

however to receive a few refemls from adult offenders and some referrals from 

juveniles for offences other than burglary. including one amed robbery and one 

sexual assault case. 183 offenders including eight adults were referred to the 

program by Febniary of 1985. Of those 183 referrals. 18 offenders did not 

participate; six referrals were withdrawn by probation ofken. two were 

withdrawn by judges. four offenders made restitution with their vidims on their 

own. one youth went missing, two offenders were re-incarcerated as a result of 

new offences. and treatment professionals working with two youths did not want 

them to engage in the program. 

Galaway (1988) explained that the initial step was for a VORP case 

manager to meet with the ofknder and his or her parents to discuss participation 

in the program and to focus on the l o s  from the victirn's perspective. Parents 

were strongly enwuraged not to participate in these mediation sessions. After 



visiting with the offender. the case manager xheduleâ a meeting with the vidim 

to review the victimization end to discuss his or her expenences and perceptions 

of the criminal justice system. Meeting first with the offender may have caused 

difficukies, for if the vidim refused mediation, the offender had to be advised of 

the reasons for refusal. On the other hand, initial meetings with a juvenile 

offender assisted in understanding the offender's perceptions and in anmrering 

the victim's questions. If the vidim agreed to meet with the offender, the case 

manager arranged a preliminary meeting and serveâ as a neutral faalitator. This 

meeting encompassed two distinct stages. First, the victim and offender had the 

opportunity to share reactions and perceptions of the crime. Second, the meeting 

wnœntrated on the damages that were done and the possible deveiopment of an 

agreement by which the offender could rnake restitution to the vidim. Apologies 

were exîended and an agreement was produced which was presented to the 

probation offiœr and the courts. If offenders failed to comply the ternis of the 

agreement. the case manager contacted the probation officer and an effort was 

made to try to reamvene the parties to revise the agreement. Ail agreements 

included a date by which the restitution obligation was to be completed. 

Vctiimloffender agreements were dosed for one of four reasons: 1. the 

agreement was completed by the deadline date 2. the agreement was complet& 

after the deadline date 3. the resolution had been re-negotiated and then 

completed 4. the agreement had not been completed. The author concluded 

that "52% (66) of the agreements were dosed and fully completed by the 

deadline. 1 9% (24) were M y  completed but beyond the deadline, 9% (1 1 ) were 



re-negotiated and completed and 21% (27) were not completed' (Galaway, 1988, 

p. 673). As this study shows. mediators need to invest an extended amount of 

time to properly see through the mediation process. 

Ill) Feasibility 

FeasibilÎty in the context of viaim/offender mediation entails both the 

flexibility of implementing a procesç and the victim's willingness to participate in 

that process. Research has indicated that victims have been generally 

reasonabte and conœmed for the offender's weifare. They were not, as sorne 

believed, vindidive and sekewing in their requests from the offenders. The 

Minneapolis-St. Paul study indicated that mediation of burglaries was in fact 

feasible. The study suggested that victims were reawnable in their requests and 

that offenders could successfully complete agreements that were negotiated 

(Galaway, 1988, p. 676). 

Galaway (1988) further concluded, and there is a growing body of literature 

to support this-that victims were not vindictive when it came to negotiating with 

their offenders. "[Clontrary to the expectations of some observers, the victims did 

not demand the maximum authorized punishment" (Galaway, 1988, p. 675). 

'Shapland's study of victims of violent aime in England found that both in their 

wishes at the beginning of the case as to what sentence should be passeci and in 

their reactions to the adual sentence. victims were not punitiveR (Galaway, 1988, 

p. 675). Shapland, Willmore, & Duff (1 985) studied victims of violent crimes and 

found that some victims liked the opportunity to meet with their offenders and 

judges to work out an agreement (Galaway, 1988, p. 675). It is noteworthy that 



most of the documented vidim/offender pmgrarns concemed juvenile property 

ofknders and their vidims. Cases involving violent crimes. such as minor 

assaults. however have begun to emerge (Galaway, 1988. p. 676). 

Umbreit (1989) noted that victirns did not often lie about the offence nor 

were they overfy concerned with punishment. This was pehaps due to the 

procesç king one which addressed the needs of both vidim and offender in a 

manner which personaiized the process of justice by providing both parties wiVi 

an opportunity to resolve the conflict at the cornmunity level. Umbreit expressed 

his view that crime should be viewed as relational: emphasize the conflict 

between individuals rather than the offence against the state. Consequently, 

response to crime should be restorative and ought to address the needs of both 

victims and offenders, 'allowing for expression of feelings and opportunities for 

healing of emotional wounds" (Umbreit, 1989, p. 1 0 1 ). Reconciliation tended to 

lead to a greater understanding of the incident and les stereotyping of the 

offender as a terrible criminal. The incorporation of a neutral and non-judgmental 

third party. that k i n g  the mediator. into mediation was integral to the 

victimhffender reconciliation program. 

Research shows that the victim's prirnary focus was understanding his or 

her victimization and hearing the offendeh explanation for the crime. Generally, 

the victim did not aim to severely punish the individual who had caused the han.  

Once the victim became mare of the offender's motivation and reasoning for the 

incident. the victim felt more secure and cornfortable in pumuing daily aaivities. 

As it was expressed in one case, '[tlhe actual rnediation session gave Jim and Al 



an opportunity to explain their motivation. desa-be some of their background. and 

to apologize to Cari" (Umbreit. 1 989, p. 1 03). 

S. Hughes 8 A. Schneider (1989) conducted a nationwide study in an 

attempt to fiII some of the gaps in understanding the feasibility of mediation in the 

juvenile systern. Fourteen leading programs were surveyed across the United 

States and Canada. The purpose was to report program charaderistics. reasons 

for not using mediation. differences in programs in larger and srnaller counties. 

older and newer programs, and prograrns handling a larger or a srnaller number 

of cases. Questionnaires were sent to 171 programs, with the request that they 

be cornpleted by the person most knowiedgeable about the mediation or 

restitution program. Most of the programs surveyed were part of the juvenile 

justice system. Therefore, responses reflected data pertaining stridly to 

juveniles. The authon found that the final contract signed upon resolution most 

often induded monetary restitution to the vidirn. Less wmmon was community 

service. a combination of monetary restitution and community service. and 

behavioral requirements for the offender. It was noteworthy that working for the 

victim was not a commun practiœ since most had conœms regarding liability. 

The disputants usually agreed on the final contract and rarely did the judge 

ovemile it. The authors found that victims were reasonable and did not focus 

primarily on punishment (Hughes & Schneider, 1989. p. 225). Victim/offender 

meâiation programs were therefore feasible. 

N) Participation in Reconciliation 

As restorative justice supposes that wnflict belongs to the parties 
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involved, it is they who have the intrinsic right to participate in the resolution of 

the conflict This is in contrast to the traditional aiminal justice system where 

such 'rights' are appropriated by the state. Remon as an alternative measure 

to punishment therefore needs to be put back into the hands of the vidm rather 

than fall into the exclusive jurisdiction of the state (Galaway. 1988, p. 669). As 

such, VORP programs were 'shaped with the idea that vicb'ms have the right to 

meet their offenden and .if they choose, to participate in a process of negotiating 

redresç" (Galaway. 1988, p. 670). Victims of course also had the intrinsic right 

not to participate in VORP programs. In Galaway's (1988) study 54% (87) of the 

victirns agreed to participate, and 46% (75) declined (p. 671). Those vicüms who 

dedined to participate daimed that they did not want to go through the hassle of 

a mediation session since their losses were insignificant 

Umbreit (1989) diswssed that victims of violent aimes should not be 

coerceâ into rnediation or made to feel that an agreement must be reached. He 

stated that mediators have to be sensitive to the needs and wncems of victims 

traumatized from a violent crime (Umbreit. 1989, p. 109). The victirnized need to 

be put into positions of power and control by ailowing them to decide whether or 

not to rneet the accused, whether meeting the offender is psychologically 

feasible, and on what ternis an agreement can be reached. Placing victims back 

into the proœss of redress openly implies that their input is necessary for the 

successful resolution of the case. 

Hughes and Schneider (1989) clearly argued that the retributive approach, 

which demands that the offender pay a debt to soci-ety. often teaves the one who 



has been wronged feeling resenthl and deprived of any voiœ in the justice 

systern. Mediation, on the other hand. empowers vicüms and offenders by giving 

them a sense of meaning and woroi. Mediation received an average of 8.4 on 

Hughes and Schneider's 10-point efkctiveness scale whereas non-mediation 

programs scoreci 7.9. Respondents involved in mediation beiieved that victim 

interests had been served (a score of 8.5). that offender interests had k e n  

served (8.4). and that mediators had done a good job (8.5) (Hughes & Schneider. 

1989. p. 228). Hughes and Schneider found that whether restitution took the form 

of behavioral commitments or monetary payment it was crucial for the victim and 

the offender to be involved in the resolution of the dispute. Despite differences in 

program age. the programs surveyed were quite similar in structure and goals. 

Exceptions were that newer prograrns gave more importance to the goal of 

reconciliating the victim and offender and that private and nonprofit organizations 

administered the programs rather than the court systern. Mediation contracts that 

called for the offender to work for the victim and for monetary restitution were 

used less often as programs became larger. Respondents from the largest 

prograrns reported the use of behavioral agreements on the part of the offender. 

while those from srnaller programs indicated that the agreements had no such 

requirements at all. 

V) Communication 

Fostering open communication between victim and offender is the fifth 

factor identified in the literature for successful mediations. Wfih such openness 

offenders appreciated sharing their perspectives of the crime with their vicüms 



(Umbreit, 1992). It was the role of the mediaior to mate a safe and peaœful 

atmosphere in which an ofknder could voice his or her concems. Umbrel(1992) 

outlined four cornmon themes that emerged for offenders in the rnediation 

program. 

First, getting to know the victim and finding out if the victim was niœ was 

an important factor to al1 offenders- 'The victim was nice. He understood the 

mistake I made and I really did appreciate him for if' (Umbreit, 1992, p. 435). 

Second. the level and quality of communication between the two disputants was 

also important. Many offenden mentioned that they enjoyed the honesty of the 

situation and therefore could discuss the incident openly. Apologizing to the 

vidm with an explanation of what happened, and working out an acceptable 

agreement were further matters of importance to offenders. 'Ninety-five percent 

(95%) of the offenden in this study actually offered an apology to their victim" 

(Umbreit. 1992. p. 434). The most common negative experience that offenders 

encountered was anxiety befbre and during the mediation session (Umbreit, 

1992, p. 435). 

Wfih regard to the victims, there were three common things they liked 

about the process of mediation. Telling the offender in what ways the crime 

affected them emotionally and financially was important to victims. Also, victims 

felt the ne& to directly confront their offender and rnake hirn or her aware that 

crirninal behavior had adversely affected another human being. A desire to help 

the offender was the final wmmon element among victims. 86% stated that 

meeting the ofïender was helpful and the majority ultimately had a positive 



attitude toward their offender. Most victirns liked the honesty of the process and 

felt good to be able to express how they fel  (Urnbreit, 1992, p. 435). 

Similarly. Urnbreit and Coates (1993) made it dear that 1 was crucial for 

offenders to meet victims face-to-face and discuss their feelings of the incident. 

Offenden noted that mediation provided the opportunity to 'make things dght' by 

apologiting to the victim. "Offenders indicated that making things right was their 

primary expectation , followed in frequency by having the opportunity to apolog ize 

to the victim and, finally. by being able to be done wiVi it (Umbreit & Coates, 

1993. p. 571). Similarly, mediation provideâ the victim with the chance to share 

his or her view of the incident: the opportunity to i n f m  the offender of the 

personal and financial effects of the crime. and the chance to receive answers to 

questions about the incident Furthemore, the victim sharing his or her 

perspective greatly influenced the offender's thoughts and ultimately altered his or 

her attitude (Umbreit & Coates, 1993, p. 577). The importance of this change in 

attitude was refiected in a staternent made by a judge who stated that the main 

impact of victim-ofbnder mediation was a "major leaming exparience for kids 

about the rights of others. with implications far beyond just the delinquent act" 

(Umbreit & Coates, 1993, p. 577). 

With mediation. for the first time in the criminal justice system, the offender 

has the opportunity to meet the individual whom he or she victimized and ta make 

amends. The effort to revise the judicial system by implernenting victim/ofknder 

mediation has been favorable. Studies have demonstrated that involvement in 

the process of amving at a mutually agreeable restitution plan, rather than 
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imposed detention, counseling , or probation addresseç victirn/affender conœms 

and assists in reduang the recurrence of aime (Hughes & Schneider, 1989, p. 

21 7-21 8). 

lmmd of Mediation on Victims and Offenders 

Investigating the impact of mediation on disputants is neœssary for 

complete cumprehension of the utility and feasibility of a restorative framework. 

Research provides mediators with knowledge of mediaüon outcomes and the 

enectiveness of the restorative paradigm in practice, ço that the intrinsic value of 

the rnediation model can be detennined. The literature identifies four common 

factors which bear upon the success of the rnediation model: rea*divisrn, re- 

humanizing the offender, satisfaction, and ampletion rates. 

1) Recidivism 

Studies reveal that recidivism was reduced after mediation as compared to 

after traditional methods of punishment. Negotiation and cornpletion of 

restitution, either monetary or behaviorat, was a predominant symbol of 

reconciliation (Umbreit, 1989, p. 101). AMhough the primary goal was mutual 

understanding and seff-empowennent, the advent of an agreeable resolution 

validated the victim's experience and signaled that the offender had to take 

responsibility for his or her actions. 

Findings from the impact of mediation on recidivism indicate that juvenile 

offenden committed fewer additional crimes-an 18% recidivism within a one year 

period following the mediation, than those who cornmitteci similar ofknces in 

courtordered restitution programs (Urnbreit & Coates, 1993, p. 579). When 



offenders were rnandated by the court to complete restitution. there was a 27Y0 

rate of recidivism. After mediation, reoffenders also tended to commit aimes that 

were less serious than the original offence referred to mediation. Umbrel and 

Coates (1 993) discussed that although this finding was not statistically significant, 

structured restitution programs for juvenile offenders have been found to have 

had a significant impact on reducing recidivism. 

Heinz, Galaway, and Hudson (1976) mported on a 16-month ootcome 

study of eighteen adult felons who, as an alternative to prison and parole, 

participated in a restitution program at the Minnesota Restitution Center. Their 

airn was to detemine whether k ing  involved in a restitution program reduced 

reoffending rates. These eighteen offenders were cornpared with a matched 

control group which was involved in the conventional systern of prison and parole. 

Mernbers of the restitution group had cornmitteci eleven burglaries, four forgeries, 

and three thefts. Offenden in the matched group had cornmitteci six burglaries, 

six forgeries, two reœiving and conœaling stolen property, two thefis and one 

unauthorized use of a motor vehicle. 

Findings in this study indicated that involvement in the restitution centre as 

cornpared to conventional parole supervision resulted in a decreased number of 

new offences and greater ernployment rates during parole. "1 1 perœnt (2) of the 

restitution group compared to the 39 percent (7) of the matched group were 

convicted of one or more felonies dunng the socteen month follow-up period" 

(Heinz, Galaway, & Hudson, 1976. p. 153). This reduction in recurrenœ uttirnately 

signaled to victirns that they were not as susceptible to re-vidimization. If felons 



reoffended significantly l e s  after mediation than prison and then parole, vidims 

were more apt to feel a higher level of safety for thernselves and their families 

(Heinz, Galaway 8 Hudson. 1976, p. 153). 

Having the opportunity to meet with the vidm, discuss the incident openly, and 

have input into the agreement, gave the offenders a heightened sense of control 

over their destiny. In tum they took the agreements seriously and made a much 

greater effort to complete the contracts This was evident in the follow-up 

findings between the restitution and the parole groups. The restituüon group was 

convicted for six new offences during the follow-up as cornpareci to sixteen new 

convictions for the matched group. "Twenty-eight percent (5) of the restitution 

group cornpared with 67 percent (12) of the matched group were convicted of one 

or more offences during the follow-up" (Heinz, Galaway, 8 Hudson, 1976, p. 153). 

A significant difference was also found between the restitution and parole 

gmups when employment during parole was analyzed. The restitution group 

members were ernployed for a greater proportion of their parole during the 

sixteen-month followvp than were the matched group. "The mean percentage of 

tirne ernployed for the restitution group was 76 percent, compared to 45 percent 

for the rnatched gmup" (Heinz Galaway, & Hudson, 1976. p. 153). 

II) Re-Humanizing the Offender 

The second common factor was the success of the mediation process in 

avoiding the stigmatization of the offender, and humanizing him or her even in the 

eyes of the victim. Research details that victirns expenencad reduced fear of re- 

victimization and could view the offender in a positive light after the mediation 
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sessions. Umbreit (1992) disaissed that af€er the mediation session. 94% of 

vicüms experienced no fear of re-vi6i~rnization. 100% of victims felt that oie 

negotiated restitution plan was fair to the offender, 98% indicated that the 

restitution plan was fair to the victim, and 92% noted a positive attitude toward 

mediation and the mediator (p. 434). Victirns cornmonly express& that mediation 

resulted in them seeing the offender as a human being rather than just a 

nameless and faceless criminal. 

Wth respect to vicüm perceptions of the offender, Umbreit and Coates 

(1993) reported on the first cross-site analysis of vidimloffender mediation 

programs to ocair in the United States. A total of 5,458 victirns and offenders 

were referred by the juvenile court system to four vicümloffender mediation sites 

during 1990 and 1991, representing 2,799 victims and 2,659 individual offenders. 

Of those refened 83% represented property Mmes such as vandalism, theft, or 

burglaiy and 17% involved violent crimes, prirnarily minor assaults. 

It was found that after the mediation, victirns were significantly less upset 

about the crime and less afraid of being re-victimized by the same offender. The 

authors outlined that prior to the mediation session 23% (154) of victims were 

afraid of k ing  re-vidirnized by the offender. Following mediation only 10% (1 66) 

of victims experienced an initial or continuing fear of re-vidimization. This 

significant finding at the .O03 level indicated that mediation assisted in reducing 

the fear of re-victirnization. Vicüms, in meeting with their offenden were able 'to 

see that the offender was human too" (Umbreit & Coates, 1993, p. 573). 

III) Satisfaction 



Mediation empowers by entitling both victirn and offender to determine 

their own needs, which in tum influences the outcorne of the mediation session. 

This self-determination in mediabion leads to a perception of satisfaction in the 

process itsetf. Heinz, Galaway, and Hudson (1976) reporteci on an sixteen month 

outcome study comparing eighteen male property offenden released on parole to 

the Minnesota Restitution Center affer four months imprisonment to a group of 

matched offenders who were released to conventional parole supervision. They 

describecl in their study that the restitution program induded victirn negotiations, 

ongoing contacts. residency in a community corrections facility. and intensive 

parole supervision as cornparecl to the traditional parole services. Findings in the 

study demonstrated that the restitution group did better on a11 four outcome 

measures (new offences, percentage of time employed. parolerule violations. 

and overall parole success) than the group who was sent to prison and then 

given parole. "The restitution group had fewer convictions, were employed for a 

higher percentage of time. and were rated higher on the Glaser scale of parole 

success" (Heinz, Galaway. 8 Hudson. 1976. p. 148). 

The significant difference between the two groups was reportecl to be due 

to the fact that a substantial amount of time and greater interest was invested into 

the restitution group. This effort encouraged in the offenden a heightened sense 

of self-esteem and made them aware that resolution was possible. 'These 

findings indicate that the memben of the restitution group have done better on 

four outcome measures than the matched control group" (Heinz. Galaway, & 

Hudson, 1976, p. 154). The conventional methods of imprisonment and 



supervision aded to diminish the offendefs seif-worth and take the responsibility 

of the aime away from hirn or her. The authors noted that public safety and the 

needs of both vidims and offanders were more adequately addressed by early 

prison reiease to a axnmunity cornons facility and supervising restitution to 

victirns of crime than lengthy imprisonment (Heinz, Galaway, 8 Hudson, p. 1976, 

155). 

Mark Umbreit (1992) diçaissed a study of a wdl-developed program in 

Minneapolis called Minnesota Citizens Council on Crime and Justice (CVOM). It 

began fundioning in 1985 and received refenals of juvenile offenders. 

Participation waç completely voluntary. The mediaton initially met with the 

offender and vidim separateîy to hear their stories and explain program 

procedures. If both disputants agreed, a mediation session was schedulecf. 

Data collecteci from this study indicated a high level of satisfaction among 

both victims and offenders in mediation. Satisfaction with the mediation process 

was evident in that resteution agreements were reached in 96% of al1 cases. Yet, 

in cornparison to the conventional justice system that focuses on recouping 

losses and punishing the offender, victims involved in the mediation process were 

more concerned with helping the offender rehabilitate. While three out of four 

victims stated that receiving restitution was important, nine out of ten victims 

rated non-rnonetary molutions such as counseling and rehabilitative services for 

the offender as important in their view (Umbreit, 1992, p. 433). 

Offenders in the program were aiso quite satisfied with the process and 

outcorne of mediation. Telling the victim what happeneci, working out a mutually 



agreeable restitution plan, paying back the vicüm. and apologizing to the vidim 

were necessary featuras to nine out of !en offenders. In fact. 95% of offenders 

actually apologized to their vidims. Still, Urnbrel (1992) noted that offenders 

indicated a slightiy lower level of satisfadion with their mediator and the outcome 

of mediation than did victirns. Whereas 9250 of victims indicated a positive 

attitude toward their mediator, only 88% of offenders felt this way. Similady, there 

were additional discrepancies between victims and offenders when faimess of the 

resolution was discussed. Whereas al1 victims indicated that the actuaf 

agreement was fair to both parties, only 88% of offenders stated that the 

agreement was fair to them and 95% indicated that it was more favorable to the 

victim. Ninety-four percent of the offenders believed that the process was helpful; 

95% felt better aiter meeting the vidim, and 84% believed that the victim had 

formed a better opinion of them. Umbreit outlined in his article that sorne 

offenders were so satisfied with the mediation proceçç and reacted positively to 

mediation that they would even suggest this process to a friend (Umbreit, 1992, 

p. 435). Overall, The mediation process appeared to result in greater satisfaction 

and greater perception of faimess than found in a matched sarnple who were not 

referred to mediation (Umbreit, 1992, p. 431 ). 

Umbreit (1992) collected data from a prelirninary analysis based on 

findings from three sites: a mediation gmup. a refemed but no mediation group, 

and a non-referral group. This study suggested that "the rnediation process was 

far more likely to result in a perception by either victims or offenders that their 

cases were handled fairiy by the system" (Umbreit, 1992, p. 439). The author 



noted that victims experienced greater satisfaction with the justiœ system when 

their cases were referred to mediation. Eighty-fve percent of vidims in the 

mediation group stated th& they believed tbeir cases were handled fairly. 

mmpared with only 39% in the refemed but no mediation gmup and 64% in the 

nonieferml to mediation group. For offenders in mediation, 95% felt the pmœss 

fair, compared with 79% of offenders in the referred but no mediation group and 

75% in the non-referral to mediation group. Ali of the findings were significant at 

the .O5 level. 

Umbrel and Coates (1983) outlined that overall. victirns and offenders 

were more satisfied with mediation than with how traditional rnethods of justiœ 

deals with crimes: 'It gave us a chance to see each other faceteface and to 

resolve what happenedu (Umbrel & Coates, 1983, p. 574-575). Unlike the 

conventional system of justice, mediation provicied a safe environment in which 

offenders were able to gain insight into their actions and leam how their behavior 

impinged on the rights of other persons: 'Through mediation I was able to 

understand a lot about what I did.. .l realized that the victim really got hurt and 

that made me feel really bad (Umbreit & Coates, 1993, p. 577). Again, a 

significant difference (at the -05 level) was found as between victim satisfaction 

and offender satisfaction. The authors noted that offenders were slightly less 

satisfied with the process and outcorne of mediation than vicüms, but were more 

satisfied than with the traditional criminal justice system (Umbreit & Coates. 1993, 

p. 574). 

The authon found that while negotiating restitution was important to nine 



out of ten victims at both the p m  and postniediation sessions, actually receiving 

restitution was important to only seven out of ten victims. It was ainduded that 

vidims were more intefested in meeting their offender and working out a fair 

restitution plan than in receiving compensation. Vicüms noted that it was 

necessary for them 'to receive answers from the ofbnder about what happened 

and to tell the offender how the crime affecteci them after, rather than before, the 

actual mediation session" (Umbreit & Coates, 1993, p. 576). Negotiating 

restitution, telling the victim what occurred and apologizing to the victirn were 

important to nine out of ten offenden. There was a signiiïcant change in attitude 

in offenders from initially entering mediation to resolving the conflid. 'Victirn- 

offender mediation humanizes the process ... victims gain a sense of control and 

power ... offenders leam the real human impact of M a t  they have donem (Umbreit 

& Coates, 1993, p. 577). 

IV) Completion Rates 

The fourth cornmon factor in the Merature was the mmmitment of 

offenders in completing the agreed-upon requirements in mediation. Since 

offenders were involved in the drafting up and implementing of restitution plans, 

agreements tended to be realistic, catering to the needs of both victims and 

offenders. Court-mandated restitution often does not take into account an 

offender's emotional and financial situation. It is law which dictates the sum of 

restitution, often leaving offenders alienated from their cornrnunities and without 

resources to make restitution to their victims (Van Ness & Heetderks Strong, 

1997, p. 34). 



Galaway (7988) found that 95 of the 135 vidim/offender rnediations 

resulted in succeççful reçolutions. The majaity of the resduüon agreements 

mnsisted of monetary restitution, providing personal service via labour for the 

victim, community service restitution through contribution to a commun@ 

organization, and an apology. The other written agreements consisied of 

behavioral commitments. For example, in one case a son had run away from 

home and burglarized his parents. The youth agreeâ to spend time doing chores 

at home and s e e k  part-tirne employment second phase of the mediation 

focuses on the damage that was done and the development of an agreement by 

which the offender can make amends to the victim' (Galaway, 1988, p. 671). 

Umbreit and Coates (1993) discussed that the most obvious outmme of 

the mediation sessions was successful agreements concluded between victims 

and offenders. Such agreements pnmarily focused on payment of financial 

restitution by the offender to the victim. Similar to the study by Heinz, Galaway, 

and Hudson (1976). the authors noted that offenden who negotiated agreements 

with their victirns through a process of mediation were significantîy more likely to 

complete their restitution obligations than similar offenden who were ordered by 

the court to pay a set arnount of restitution (Umbreit & Coates, 1993, 579). 

Eighty-one percent (167) of ofknders in the mediation sample 

(experimental group) successfully cornpleted restitution as compared to 58% 

(221) offenders in the non-referral matched sample (cornparison group). The 

implications of this study for victirns who had their expectations raised by court- 

ordered settlements and never received compensation is obvious. Through the 



traditional aiminal justice systern. vidims of€en experienced revictimization 

(Umbreit 8 Coates, 1993, p. 578). 

Umbreit (1 992) studied offender completion rates of restitution at two sites, 

Minneapolis and Albuquerque. He outlined that in both sites. offenders who 

negotiated restitution agreements with their vidims via mediation were more likely 

to successfully complete their restitution obligations than similar offenders who 

were aiurt-ordered to pay a set amount of reStitububon (Umbreit, 1992, p. 439). 

Sucty-nine percent of offenden who participated in the Minneapolis pragram 

successfully completed restituü-on as op@ to 54% of offenders in the non- 

referral group. Similady, in Aibuqueque 86% of offenders who partÏcipated in 

mediation campleted their restitution agreements as compared with 57% in the 

non-referral group. Restitution completion rates arnong offenders involved in 

mediation were greater than arnong offenders not referred to the program 

because, as Umbreit illustrated, oftenders felt it was important to uphold their 

restitution agreements (Umbreit, 1992, p. 441). Pnor to mediation, between 75% 

to 89% of offenden believed that it was important to eomplete restitution. After 

the session. between 74% to 100% felt that it was crucial to compensate their 

victims. This change in attitude may be due in part to the offender feeling that he 

or she had some measure of control in the process. Such empowerment may 

therefore have led the offender to genuinely want to offer his or her apologies to 

the victim and successfully complete restitution. 

Conclusion 

Two issues were a d d d  in the victirnlofknder mediation literature: 1) 



the requirernents of a mediation program and 2) the impact of mediation on 

vidims and offenders. S p e d a I l  training and staffing, the necessity of 

establishing suffident tirne, feasibility in implementing the mediation process and 

ensuring cornmitment and communication of participants were found to be 

essential elements in a successful mediation program. The findings that 

mediation reduced recidivisrn, rehumanized the offender, was more satisfactory 

than the traditional justice system, and contributed to higher completion rates 

indicated the successful impact of mediation on both vidims and offenders. 

These findings assisted in guiding a workable implementation of the mediation 

mode1 and the devising of a practicurn plan, disaisseci in detail in chapters 3 and 

4. 



Chanter 3 - Mediation Model 

Thera are two types of ainfiidç. incident-based and historical. The 

prÏmary model used in mediation when disputants do not know each other is 

called incident-based. Where a conflict has existed for some tirne, the model 

used is called historical. The length of the conflict will affect techniques wed. 

Both mediation models are predicated on a mmediation paradigm, consisting of 

two pre-rnediation stages (case devdopment and preparation), four mediation 

stages (introduction, issue identification, discussion, and agreement) and one 

post-mediation stage (fol lw-u  p) . These stages will be discussed with reference 

to incident-based conflicts. Any different approaches due to the situation k i n g  a 

historical conflict will be discussed. 

Co-Mediation 

The model used in the pradicum was based on a CO-mediation method 

used by both Mediation Services and Conflict Mediation Services of Downsview. 

Co-rnediation involves two individuals mediating a case. There are both 

advantages and disadvantages in using a CO-mediation model. The firçt 

advantage is it allows a sharing of ideas and differing perspectives in the 

mediation process. Second, it provides mediators with an array of opportunities 

to deal with diverse participants. For example, when one disputant is Spanish 

speaking and the other is English speaking, the mediators can balance language 

barrien by having a Spanish speaking mediator and an English speaking 

mediator. Third, the CO-mediation model minimizes mediator bias. By having two 

individuals present there is a greater likelihood that one mediator can not impose 



his or her beliefs or value system on the disputants. 

The disadvantage in using a cernediation model is the potential for 

mediator conflid. For example. m-mediators may each want to Cocus on different 

aspects of the case in quesüon. This of course is avoidable. First, styles of 

mediating and tediniques must be discussed prior to the mediation to ensure 

confomity. Second, each mediator has to be aware not to disempower the other 

mediator by overriding his or her ideas and methods of communicating. Third, 

both must work in tandem to maintain a methodical and coherent line of 

questioning . 

Pre-Mediation Case Develo~ment 

Case development in incident-based conflicts entails meeting separately 

with offender and victim to evaluate whether mediation is a suitable process for 

the conflict (Umbreit 8 Coates, 1993 p. 572). Mediation is appropriate when 

parties are willing to face each other and discuss the incident openly. If one party 

refuses to sit down with the other party in the sarne m m ,  mediation is not viable. 

Umbrel (1993) stated that mediators first meet with the vidims to 

detemine whether they are willing to proceed with mediation (p. 70). If the victirn 

agrees, the mediators proœeâ to set up a meeting with the offenders. "This 

process of cauwsing with individuals prior to the joint mediation session is 

believed to be essential in the CO-mediators building trust and rapport with both 

parties, as well as for collecting information that can contribute to later confiict 

resolution" (Urnbreit. 1995, p. 1 1 1). During the individual sessions, the CO- 

mediators listen respecffully and allow vidims and offenden to express their 



perspectives of the incident. Central issues and concems are identifid. 

Mediators then inquire as to what goals, expedations, and hopes victims and 

offenders have for the mediation process. Screening and assessing questions 

are then poseâ as the next step in this initial meeting. Questions such as 'Have 

you heard of mediation?' and "Can you imagine k i n g  in the same m m  as the 

other person or talking to the other person?" assist in detennining whether 

disputants are emotionally and psychologically prepared for mediation. Mediators 

probe the disputants' interests by asking, 'If you could Vade places with the other 

disputant, how do you think he or she feels and thinks?" and 'What resolution do 

you hope to achieve?" The mediators then ask the individual how farniliar they 

are with mediation. and briefly describe the process. Mediators empower the 

participants by allowing them to decide who will participate in the mediation 

session. Finally, the program is dearly outlined and the parties are encouraged 

to participate rather than proceed to court Encouragement, however. should not 

be confused with coercion as the mediation process is designed to empower 

disputants. 'The proces is meant to empower victims and offenden by 

presenting them with choicesn (Umbreit, 1993, p. 70). 

Case development in historia1 mnfiicts is similar to the incident-based 

model. The only difference is that it is usually more extensive due to a longer 

history in deeply-ingrained disputes. Sometimes, a Iist or an agenda is 

constnicted prior to the meeting. This enables parties to focus prior to the 

session (Mediation SeMces, Febniary 1996, 1). 



The preparatoiy stage for incident-based conffids involves preparing the 

room for the mediation. Prior to the session the mediators rnust also take time to 

review the confiid, and foais energy so that they can be calm. relaxed, and ready 

to deal with strong emotions, emotional outbursts, and entrenched positional 

bargaining. 

The mediators focus on three crucial tasks. First, they prepare the 

environment for the disputants to ensure that it is as comfortable as possible. 

such as ensuring access to washrooms, smoking areas, and pmviding 

beverages. Second, the mediators anange the seaüng of the r o m  to ensure that 

arrangements are nonconfrontational and flexi Me. Parties should not be placed 

in chairs that are facing each other diredly. In minor assault cases, mediators 

may place a coffee table between dispuüng parties. This will provide a forum for 

openness as well as a cornfortable distance between the disputing parties. When 

arranging seating, the mediators take into consideration the power distribution 

between the disputing parties: for example, al1 chairs are similar in height. 

Mediators ensure that they are able to see their cernediators well enough to 

catch one another's non-verbal cues. Third, the mediator checks-in with his or 

her CO-mediator to review the case file. The CO-mediators then discuss who will 

proceed with the introductions, and who will restate the stories or summarize the 

issues. Anticipating any difficulties and considering the use of any verbal and 

non-verbal dues during mediation is important for it assists co-mediators in 

knowing when or when not to intervene. For instance, in one session the CO- 



mediators decided that if one of them were stymied, he would scratch his 

forehead to indicate the need for assistance (Mediaüon SeMces. 1996, p. 3). 

The preparatory stage for historical conflids is identical. 

Stane d : lnttodudion 

In incidentbased conflicts mediaton spend appdmately two to three 

minutes on the introductory stage. Disputants are informed of what to expect 

during the session and the co-mediators explain their roles (Umbreit. 1993. p. 70). 

The rationale for this stage is to provide a cornfortable, ftiendly. and relaxed 

setting so that the disputants will feel safe in expressing thoughts, feelings, and 

concems. This stage is neœsary because it allows the mediators to re- 

surnmarize the process and bridy explain what the disputants can expect from 

mediation (Mediation Services, 1996. p. 5). Disputants are given the opportunity 

to ask additional questions. 

The beginning process of mediation encornpasses certain core 

charaderistics. When participants anive. mediators greet them to ensure that 

names are properly exchanged. These initiai courtesies are important since 

fnendliness and warmth tend to nonnalize feelings of discornfort and stress. 

Mediators then ask the disputants whether al1 wanted for the mediation are 

present. This is especially necessary in cases of juvenile minor assaults where 

parents often feel it important to accompany their children. Co-mediators ask the 

youths whether they are comfortable with the presenœ of their parents, so to 

allow such disputants to decide for themselves the path the mediation session well 

acquire. '10 foster ernpawerment. the mediators could allow the parties 
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themselves to address the issuen (8ush & Folger, 1994, p. 1 16). 

Explaining the maçon for the meeting is the next step in this process. 

For instance. a mediator might say 'We are meeting here today to discuss the 

incident that occurred on January 28, 1997. which lad to the charge of assaultn 

Setting modest but positive goals helps disputants have a clear idea of what to 

expect. Such goals can be outlined in the fdlowing statement. '1 h o p  we can 

reach a better understanding of the incident and reach an agreeable resolution." 

In outlining the rote of the co-mediators, disputants are made to understand that 

the co-mediators will not judge or cnticize them about the incident; M e r  the CO- 

mediators will assist them in reaching mutually agreeable solutions. 

The mediaton then describe the mediation process to ensure complete 

understanding. M e n  describing the process rnediators should not stridly define 

it in ternis of reaching an agreement (Bush & Folger, 1 994, p. 1 1 7-1 18). A 

remark such as, 'mediation helps people reach an agreement in an unhappy 

sÏtuationlU should be avoided as it signifies to the disputants that the prirnary goal 

of mediation is reaching a settlement, not empowenent nor recognition. Bush 

and Folger (1994) stated that mediators should attempt to correct the 

rnisinterpretation that they act as judges and should attempt to place equal 

importance on the option of reaching an agreement or not reaching an agreement 

(p. 1 8 )  By deariy infoming the disputants that mediators do not fundon as 

judges nor are they present to implement an agreement for the disputants, 

darifies to the participants that the final resolution remains in their own control. A 

transfomative approach requires making an opening statement that encourages 



empowerment and recognition expressed in simple language. utiliùng sefflement 

as just one amongst a variety of possible outcornes. 

Reviewing the process with the disputants entails assuring them that each 

participant will have the chance to desaibe the situation from his or her viewpoint 

and that final agreement will be achieved only after the discussion of eadi issue. 

Establishing guidelines funcüons to facilitate open conversation in a respecfful 

and safe environment (Conflict Mediaüon Services of Downsview. 1998, p. 12). 

Mediators request the parties not to intemipt each other and to utilize respecfful 

language by saying, 'We have found that mediation works best when the parties 

listen, do not intempt, and use non-abusive language when addressing one 

another. Each of you will get a chance to tell your perspective." Asking the 

disputants to speak directly to the mediators helps to funnel hostility away from 

the other person and to encou rage constructive verbalkation. Mediators thus 

state. 'At the beginning of the mediation, we ask that you speak directly to us. 

Later in the session you may address the other individual." Obtaining consent to 

proceed and informing the participants of the possibility of separate or additional 

meetings is the final step prior to commencing with the story-telling stage. 

In historical cunflicts there is often deeply entrenched grief and pain. In 

these cases, a mediator rnust set a cornfortable tone and remind participants 

about the process, its purpose, and the likelihood of multiple mediation sessions. 

Bringing to the forefront the rules of confidentiality, la& of interruption, and 

speaking diredly to the mediator is essential when a poor pattern of 

communication has been in effect for a long period of time (Mediation Services, 



February 1996, p. 4). 

Staae 2: Issue Identification [Storv-Tdlina 

Stage two in incident-based conflicts involves engaging the disputants in 

conversation, letting the disputants hear each other's stories as told to a third 

party and beginning to identify the issues (Urnbreit. 1994. p. 120). It is in this 

stage where the w-mediators develop a basic comprehension of the conflict 

(Galaway, 1988, p. 671). Dedding who wi-ll begin the story-telling is the first step. 

The disputants may decide who will begin themselves or the cemediators may 

instnict one party to proceed. Where there are power disparities. it is preferable 

for the CO-mediators to rnake this choice. 

Story-telling begins with party A recalling the incident fFom his or her 

perspective. The mediators interact with the disputant by making requests or 

asking questions such as, 'Tell us what occurred in this incidentn or 'How do you 

feel about the incidentY While the first question is fact-focused. the second is 

œntered on feelings to ensure a well-rounded understanding of the situation. 

One co-rnediator then very briefly restates the story including al1 relevant facts 

and feelings. Party B then tells his or her perspective of the incident and the 

other med ia to r  summarizes that story. 

The m-mediators require active Iistening skills in order to weed out from 

the stories central fa& and issues, and so the mediators are able to keep track 

of al1 the information (Confiict Mediation Services of Downsview, 1998, 13). 

Listening with empathy and keeping stories brief and focused is important. For 

example, if one party taiks too long, the other party may feel that the mediators 



are taking sides. Restating and summarizing the stories allows the mediators an 

opportuntty to check in with the participants to explore whether or not they fully 

understand each othefs stories. If there are gaps of information in the stories, 

the mediators can ask questions such as '1 do not quite understand how Jane is 

involved in the assault. Can you provide me with additional information?' tt is 

also necessary for CO-mediaton to deal with loaded comments in a kind and 

respecfful manner. One method to handle such incidents is to 'launder" the 

comments, that is to restate the statement in more neutral ternis. For instance. if 

one participant states 'He was screaming lies about my girffnend and giving us a 

bad name.' one of the mediaton may restate this by saying 'You are annoyed 

and hurt because he was prodairning untnie statements." Encouraging 

disputants to speak to each other in a respecfful way is central to a successful 

mediation session. 

Disallowing either party from intempting the other is important during this 

stage. This can be accomplished by providing a pen and paper to take notes. 

Reminding the disputant that he or she will also have the opportunity to voiœ 

mncems serves to calm the atmoûphere and keep the session foarsed. 

Mediators rnust pay dose attention to ways in which the parties 

communicate verôally and through body movements. For example. if one party is 

constantly glancing at aie other party far approval, it may becorne apparent that 

one individual holds more power than the other (Neuman, 1992, p. 223). Power 

discrepancies result in one-sided resdutions. In such situations mediators are 

able to hait the intimidation by either giving the weaker party space to voice his or 
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her opinion, or by compensating his or her low negotiating skills by advely 

helping the weaker party to identify his or her concerns and issues. 'The mediator 

rnust be able to provide such support within the context of serving as and k ing  

perceivecl as an impartial third party to the dispute" (Davis & Salem, 1984. p. 20). 

Knowing m e n  to tenninate mediation is another required skill. and termination is 

recornmended under the folIowing conditions: when the mediator's guidelines are 

not king followed; when an individual cm not identify and discuss his or her 

interests and weigh the consequences of the agreement; when a person is so 

uninformed that the ternis of the agreement can not be based on infomed 

consent; when a party agrees to settle out of fear of violence; or when one of the 

participants want to tenninate the session (Davis & Salem. 1 984. p. 15). 

The mediators then inquire as to whether any of the participants have any 

questions or require clarification. At this point the parties are invited to 

cornmunicate with each other directly. Surnmarizing the issues is one of the final 

steps in the story-telling stage (Conflid Mediation Services of Downsview, 1998, 

p. 13). The mediators utilize neutral language to k t  the topics that will be 

discussed in stage three. This is crucial to ensure that the list addresses the 

disputants' most important concerns. Bush and Folger (1994) wamed against 

refusing to share control of the agenda with the parties; they stated that an 

insistenœ on keeping focused on the issues that co-mediators feel to be 

important and maintaining a strict level of control resulted in the disempowenent 

of the disputants. Instead, co-mediators can help the parties stay on track by 

saying, "1 understand that you are concemeci about some other incidents that you 



see as related to the present matter. But in order for us to be able to help al1 of 

you cianfy your conœms and look for ways of addressing them. we find that the 

most effective thing is to work on just one thing at a ameu (8ush & Folger, 1994, 

p. 121). Ensuring an orderiy discussion is in itseif empowenng to participants. 

Finally, it is neœssary to check vvith the participants by asking, '1s there anything 

else that needs to be discussed to resdve this conflict?' Once all the disputants' 

conœms have b e n  addressed the mediators proceed to stage three. 

The most significant dïfferenœ in approaching historical conflicts is that 

setting an agenda takes the place of story-telling. Mediaton proceed by asking 

the disputants to identify the areas in which they are expenencing conflict or have 

them focus on two or three areas of concem to them. Participants are asked to 

respond to questions such as, 'What are two or three main issues that you would 

like to see addressed dunng this mediation session? ' and 'Can you restate or 

reintegrate the main components of both participants' responses?" 

Staae 3: Discussion (Problern Solvina) 

Stage three in incident-based conflicts involves continuing to have the 

parties hear about the conflict from the othef s point of view. The parties' needs, 

wants, fears. and conœms are expiored (Mediation Services. 1996. p. 10). 

Mediators facilitate options on each issue that will enable the parties to leave the 

conflict in the past. 

Transition into the problem-solving stage can be accomplished by utilizing 

three methods. One option is that after the disputants' stories are well- 

understoud, mediators restate the first issue to be mediated. Mediators ask each 



disputant to tell the other how he or she feit about the incident. Each must then 

summariza what the other has said, allowing both to confimi that they have been 

heard. Mediators use this technique to help disputants begin to talk to one 

another in a constructive manner. Once a conversation begins. mediators ought 

to interject only to darify and amplify important points to further facilitate 

cwnrnunication. Onœ both disputants have fully expressed their feelings on the 

first issue, the mediators ask whether the parües are ready to problem solve on 

the next issue. Tentative agreements can be made until al1 issues have b e n  

explored (Conflict Mediation Services of Downsview, 1998. p. 14). Choosing 

firstly to deal with the issue that has a good chance of k i n g  resolved spurs 

optimism for later issues. A second alternative is for the mediators to inquire 

whether any new information has been hesrâ during the story-telling. This will be 

effective if tension is low. For example, 'Jane, I noticed that you were listening 

closely as Martha was telling her story. Was there any information that was new 

to you?" Third, mediaton c m  ask for more specitic information about the incident 

when there appears to be gaps in the story, when what really happened remains 

unciear, or when it seems that someone only hints at an underlying issue 

(Mediation Services, 1996, p. 10). 

The Iiterature suggests that 'both offenders and victirns rnay develop 

stereotypes of each othef (Galaway. 1988. p. 677). This stage allows the 

participants the opportunity to eliminate false assumptions they may have about 

each other and to see each other as people first. A redefinition of the self can 

bring mediation to a new level of comprehension (Bush & Folger, 1994, p. 124). 



The mediators assist in developing mutual understanding and helping disputants 

corne to the realizaüon that it is possible to resdve the conffict and reach an 

agreement. Beginning to work tcnmrd a resolution by generating options puts the 

conflict in the past The negotiation of a mutually acceptable restituüon 

agreement is a symbal of conflict resolution and a sign of accountability (Urnbrel, 

1993, p. 70). 

Mediators ought to use openended and probing questions to isolate 

disputants' experienœs of the specifc event. to clanfy intentions. and to shift 

them awsy from rigid notions about what should happen to reçolve the conflid. 

Mediators can ask, 'Can you share with us what aspects of what she said upset 

you?' Mediators should encourage the parties to communicate using '1' 

messages, that is avoiding accusatory language. For example: '! felt fnistrated 

when I saw your car in the parking lot because I had heavy equipment to carry" 

(Conflict mediation Services of Downsview, 1998, p. 14). This technique assists 

the disputants in expressing feelings without placing blame on each other. 

Problem solving ocairs once each individual has fully expressed himself or 

herself. Once both parties understand each other and are aware of what the other 

desires, the mediator's task is to generate possible solutions that address needs 

and conœms. Summanzing points of mutual agreement is beneficial because it 

ultimately leads to a more wmprehensive agreement in stage four. 

Brainstorming techniques break positional thinking and foster new approaches to 

resolving the conflict. When brainstorming, disputants need to be reminded that 

al1 ideas are acceptable and will be evaluated at the end of the brainstorming 



proc8ss. Mediators need to focus the disputants on potential solutions for each 

issue. By sbting, for example, 'Both of you have worked very hard to resdve 

this conflict. lt would be a shame not to corne to an agreement in mediation' 

mediators may push them through an impasse. Asking each M a t  he or she is 

wïlling to offer to resolve this conflict spurs creative thought processes. 

Mediators can use a flip chart to list possible solutions that are put forth. Testing 

the solutions for practicality and duration is the next step in this stage. 

Discussing the various soluüons assists in selecting the most appropriate and 

realistic resolution. It is crucial to observe mrefully whether there is any 

hesitation or resistance from either disputant. If the mediator notices reluctance, 

it is important to ask how rnight the proposai solution be modifieci so that it will be 

more to his or her satisfaction. This is accomplished by questions such as, "Do 

you agree and feel cornfortable the resolution?" Mediators have to ensure 

that solutions are reached for both victim and offender for each paiticular issue. 

Private meetings rnay be suggested where mediators feel that one party is 

withholding relevant information and will not share it in the presence of the other 

party. Mediators also cm cal1 for separate meetings when obvious coercion or 

significant power irnbalances emerge. Caucausing provides the weaker party 

with a safe forum to voice his or her conœms without fear of disapproval (Perry. 

1994, p. 320). If separate meetings occur, each disputant has to receive an 

equal amount of tirne with the mediaton to ensure neutrality. 

Stage three in historical confiids entails extensive work in focusing the 

participants on their respective interests, exploration of these, and brainstorming 



possible solutions. Once al1 issues are ptesented. mediators choose an issue 

and select one of the parties to speak to that issue. Questions such as ,Mat  

happened?" and "How do you feel?" assists in clanfying the disputant's 

perspective. The mediator then asks the other disputant the same questions to 

obtain his or her perspective on the conflict. If tension between the disputants is 

minimal. mediators are able to invite the parties to address one another directly. 

As in the incident-based model, facts, feelings, and underlying interests can be 

explored using openendecl and probing questions. Asking each individual 'What 

would you like to see as a possible solution for resolving this issue?' and 'Do you 

have any other alternatives?" helps the disputants think about the best possible 

solution for each issue. This procedure is repeated for each additional issue. 

Stase 4: Aareement (Closure) 

Stage four involves assisting participants in achieving healthy closure to 

their session regardless of what has taken place. Mediators briefly restate what 

understandings have been reached in stage three. Mediators prepare to move 

the parties beyond the present meeting to think about ways in which Mure 

dealings and interactions can be handled (Mediation Services, 1996. p. 13). 

Bush and Folger (1994) emphasized that encouraging the parties to continue the 

dialogue and listen to each other for additional information during the agreement 

stage is essential. These fast moves 'leave a final impression that the session is 

ending but the kind of interaction that the parties have engaged in is nota (Bush & 

Folger, 1994, p. 188). Tying up the lwse ends is accomplished by stating. for 

instance: "It appears that you reached a better understanding of how each person 



perœives the incident in the iibrary." 

Mediators can negotiate a cornfortable dosure of the session in three 

ways. First, mediators check with the disputants to ensure that the summary of 

the agreement is accurate. If the agreement is not accurate, the mediators seek 

clarification until there is complete agreement. Second, the mediators assess 

whether the disputants require a written agreement; the mediation session can 

also conciude with no m e n  agreement. If a written agreement is required, the 

mediators assist in drafting who does what, where, when, and how. 

Proper written agreements need to be both specific and balancad; 

mediators shouid avoid ambiguous words like 'soon" and "reasonable," while 

stating that both parties will give something so that both can receive something in 

retum. The agreement also has to be positive. realistic, and appropriate. 

Mediators should structure the agreement in terms of what the parties ought to do 

rather than what they ought not do. For example, 'John agrees to ... rather than 

John should not or will never again.. ." Further, it is necessary to avoid judgmental 

expressions such as 'good behaviour" and 'bad behaviour.' Times and 

deadlines must be dearly stated. For instance a terni might read: 'Ted agrees to 

pay a total of $2,000.00 in 10 installments of $200.00 on the first of each month 

beginning March 1, 1997." Then, the agreement is signed and participants are 

thanked for having engaged in the rnediation process. 

Modeling for historical conflids is nearly identical in the agreement stage. 

The significant differenœ in historical conflicts is that there can be a number of 

interim written agreements prior to the drafting and signing of a final document. 



In the case of such interim agreements. the parties are made mare that these 

are trial agreements which can be revised or evaluated at another session 

(Mediation Services, February 1996, p. 2). Mediaton arrange with the parties a 

date and time for the second mediation session. For encouragement al1 parties 

are thanked for their cornmitment in resolving the confi kt through rnediation. 

Post-Mediation Follow-UD Staae 

The follow-up stage for incident-baseâ confiicts consists of monitoring 

completion of any negotiated restitution Wright, 1995, p. IV). Two to three 

months after the mediation the mediators contact both disputants by telephone to 

determine whether the victirn and the offender have completed the plan outlined 

in the parties' agreement (Umbreit, 1993, p. 70). 

Umbreit and Coates (1993) discussed that this stage is especially 

important in cases of minor açsault because victims offen feel re-victimized if the 

offender does not complete the agreed-upon restitution and reparation. Sinœ the 

entire process is guideâ by the disputants, they may reconvene to reassess the 

agreement if circumstanœs change or if one party cannot fulfil his or her 

obligations (Urnbreit & Coates, 1993. p. 572). The follow-up stage is identical for 

historical conflicts. 

Summarv of Mediation Model 

There are four stages in the mediation mode1 (introduction, issue 

identification, discussion, and agreement) plus two pre-rnediation stages (case 

development and preparation), and one post-mediaüon stage (follow-up). The 

purpose of case development is to evaluate whether the mediation process is 



suitable for a particular confiid. If one party is unwilling to be in the same room 

as the other party mediation can not work. In this stage the mediators meet with 

the victimlcomplainant and offenderlaccused separately. The same mediators 

follow thrwgh with the whole mediation pnicess, from case development to 

follow-up. Mediators first meet with the victim to determine if he or she wishes to 

proceed. If the vicürn wants to continue, the mediators ask him or her to tell his 

or her side of the story. The mediators then contact the offender to hear his or 

her perspective on the incident. If a suitable time for both mediators and the 

disputant can not be arranged, case development is done over the telephone. 

Each mediator hears one disputant's story, and a time for the mediation session 

is arranged. The preparation stage involved creating an environment conducive 

to open dialogue in the mediation room. 

In the introductory stage (stage 1) mediators introduœ themselves to the 

disputants. The mediators then explain the procedures, induding the role of the 

mediators, which is to act as catalysts to assist people in communicating and 

arriving ai an agreeable resolution. The mediators empower an individual to tell 

his or her side of the story in front of the other person. helping each disputant 

understand what occurred and helping them leam how to deal with the same 

situation in the future. Ground rules are established and disputants are asked if 

they are Alhg to proceed. 

In the story-telling stage (stage 2) each party is asked to explain the 

situation from his or her perspective. The mediators then ask each disputant to 

express how he or she feels about the situation. After each party states his or 



her viewpoint, the mediators restate each disputant's story to ensure al1 facts are 

understood. A summary of the issues are presented. 

During the discussion stage (stage 3) mediaton emphasize areas of 

common conœm to both disputants and encourage cornmitment to resolve the 

conflict. For each issue the mediators guide the discussion and explore interests 

and feelings. Mediators empower the parties to recognize and understand each 

othets perspective. Mediators ask the disputants to generate options that meet 

common needs by using the brainstorming technique. Private meetings are used 

if the mediation is at a stand still, if there are inconsisiencies in the disputants' 

stories, or if one party wishes to speak to the mediators separately. The focus is 

on the present and the future, not on the past. This means that mediators move 

from discussing the incident to exploring future interactions. 

Agreement (stage 4) is the final stage in the process where mediators 

highlight the progress made and point out areas of agreement. If the parties 

desire a Mtten agreement, the document is made specific: who does what, by 

when, where, and why. Agreements should also be balanced and non- 

judgmental. Mediators assist in M i n g  the agreement and giving it to the 

disputants to sign. A copy of the agreement is given to each of the disputants. 

The focus of this practicurn report is on the number of agreements reached. 

Two to three months after the mediation the mediators contact both 

disputants to ensure that the ternis and conditions of agreement are honoured. 

There is a three month üme period in which disputants are able to complete the 

agreement. A letter is sent outlining whether or not an agreement is reached in 
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Chapter 4 - Preparaüon for and the Devisina of a Pacücum Plan 

This chapter disaisses the implementation of the mediation mode1 for the 

practiwm plan. Pre-pracücum training will be outlined. The four leaming 

objecüves (using neutral language, linking the various stages of mediation, 

avoiding rushing to solutions, and appropriate control of the process) and the 

three rnediation objectives (reducing anger, H n g  an agreement, and fulfilment 

of the restitution plan) will then be presented. Methodology consisting of the 

practicum plan's three stages (case development. mediation, and follw-up) 

follows. 

Training 

Mediators require a general introductory course prior to beginning the 

practice of mediation. Training was received at Mediation Services in Winnipeg, 

Manitoba and Conflict Mediation Services of Downsview in Toronto, Ontario. In 

Winnipeg the following courses were taken: lnterpersonal Communication, 

Mediation Skills Level 1. Mediation Skills level II, Anger Management. and 

Workplaœ Conflids. Three courses, lnterpersonal Conflict, Mediation Skills Level 

1, and Mediation Skills Level II, were taken over a two to three day period and 

focuseci on building and honing mediation techniques. While at Conflict 

Meâiation Services at Downsview, a three day training session on mediation 

training was attended. This training introduced the process and the four stages 

of rnediation. Role playing allowed the participants to practice techniques and 

skills that had been discussed. This benefited the participants because it allowed 

them to utilize what they had leamed. This training also induded a discussion on 



techniques to use in c~osscuhural mediaüon. The same media t ion  models 

were practiœd at both of these agencies. 

Leaminçi Obiectives 

Four leaming objectives were to be assessecl during the practicurn to 

determine mediation technique: using neutral language, linking the different 

stages of medation, not rushing to solutions. and appropriately controlling the 

mediation process. Developing skiils in using neutral and non-judgmental 

language was the first leaming objective. The use of neutral teminology is 

important because it signals to the disputants that the mediator's role is to assist 

in the process; not to judge right or wrong. This technique equalizes 

responsibility by refrarning and redirecting loaded comments. 

Eifectively linking the diiferent stages of mediation (introduction to issue 

identification, issue identification to discussion. discussion to agreement) was the 

second learning objective. The even and slow movernent through the stages 

allowç disputants to explore their issues and concerns within a cornfortable 

framework. The third learning objective, not rushing to solutions, allows the 

victim and offender to comrnunicate and resolve concerns at their own speed. 

This skill aids in restoring relationships rather than focusing on a detemination of 

guilt or blame. Guiding rather than directhg is the philosophical basis of 

mediation, 

Leaming to control the mediation process was another technique that is 

necessary for the mediator ta develop. Aithough mediation empowers by placing 

grievanœs beck into the hands of the vicüm and offender, a meâiator is still 



responsible for facilitating a safe and cornfortable process. For example. a 

mediator has to encornpass skill in setting and maintaining ground niles to ensure 

that disputants do not intemipt or swear at each other. 

Mediation Ob~ecfjves 

The pracüaim was to be wmpleted at Conflict Mediation SeMces of 

Downsview. Three objectives of mediation were to be explored during the 

practicum: reducing anger, reaching agreement. and fulfilrnent of the restitution 

plan by the offender. The first objective to be assessed was reduction of anger. 

Studying whether there was a reductÎon in anger before and after mediation 

would enable an understanding of changes in the level of anger reported by 

cornplainant and accused before and after the mediation session. Writing an 

agreement was the second objective to be assessed. This practicum plan 

focused on one outcorne, reaching an agreement, in evaluating whether the 

disputants came to understand one another's perspective of the incident. and 

reached resolution. Docurnenting the num ber of agreements reached based on 

the number of sessions CO-mediated, was to allow the number of mediations 

soccessfully completed to be determined. 

The third 0bjec"iW was to assess the offender's futfilment of the agreed- 

upon restitution plan. Completion of restitution was seen as crucial because it 

signaled the offender's acknowledgment of his or her wrong-doings and the 

making of restitution and reparation to the victim. Studying restitution cornpletion 

would allow for the analysis of whether offenders were more likely to complete 

restitution when involved in voluntary mediation. 



The Downsview Practicurn 

The pradicum at Downsview was to began August 4th. 1997 and was 

fully completed by December 31. 1997. Downsview serves a culturally and 

racially diverse population. It is cornmon praace at this site for the same 

individual to be involved in both case development and mediation. The practiaim 

plan was to implement the mediation mode1 discussed in chapter 3 in eight cases. 

The intended population was to be aduR offenden who cornmitted minor asauits. 

Methodolwv 

The practicurn plan was drawn up to consist of three stages: case 

development. mediation, and follow-up. Eight cases were to be mediateci, 

referred by the Crown Attorney in North York Private Information Court. 

1) Case Development 

Case development was to consütute contaaing disputants separately and 

discussing with them the possibility of resolving their conflid through mediation as 

an alternative to wurt. In addition, an evaluation had to be made whether 

mediation was suitable for a particular case. Meeting with the disputants in 

person was preferred but if tirne was a factor the meeting was to be conduded 

over the telephone. It was intended that the victim be contacted first to detenine 

if he or she was willing to proceed with mediation. If he or she wanted to 

proceed, then the offender was to be contacted to hear his or her side of the 

story . 

Conflict Mediation Services Of Downsview does not separate the functions 

of case development and mediation, and therefore mediators who perfom the 



case development also participate in the face-to-face meetings. 

II) The Mediaüon Session 

The plan for mediation was to follow the model disaisseci in chapter 3. 

Reduction of anger before and after mediation was to be evaluated dlizing the 

State Anger Scale (SAS). 'State anger is defined as an emotional condition 

consisting of subjective feelings of tension. annoyanœ, irritation, or ragen 

(Speilberger & London, 1994, p. 629). Levels of anxiety and imtability were to be 

measured pnor to mediation (pre-test) and after (post-test) (Fischer 8 Corcoran. 

1994. p. 629-631). The results then would be cornpareci to establish whether 1) 

These fedings in both victims and offenders were reduced after mediation, and 2) 

if communication and input into the resolution minimized irritability and amiety. 

The State Anger Scale was selected because it can evaluate the disputants' state 

before mediation and after mediation. Further, it is a standardized scale, which 

provides reliability and validity. On the 15-item form, scores wuld range fram 15 

to 60. Higher scores reflected greater anger. 

Prior to the actual mediation session, a questionnaire package was to be 

rnailed to the disputants which consisted of the following: the latter explaining the 

purpose of the study. the participant consent form. and the pre-mediation 

questionnaire (Appendix A, p. 1-3). The opening letter dearly asked disputants 

to retum the package to the mediator at the time of the scheduled session. 

Following the rnediation, both participants were to be asked to take a few 

minutes to complete a duplicate questionnaire of the SAS Scale (Appendix A, p. 

4). To preserve anonymity and confidentiality. the questionnaires were to be 



sorted by number; neither the names of the disputants nor facts of the incident 

would be recorded. 

Domisview has a dear mandate to ensure that this process is completely 

voluntary and that disputants have the right at any point to haft the session. 

Disputants in the eight cases would be aware however, that this was their only 

alternative to murt proceedings. This fact wuld place mediators in a position of 

power and authority since disputants would be cognkant that if mediation was not 

successful, the case would automatically be transferred back into the court 

system. It is therefore possible that sorne disputants could think that if they had 

not participated in the study, their mediation would be negatively afFected. There 

was to be an attempt to alter this perception by clearly stating on the foms that 

participation was cornpletely voluntary and would in no way affect the outcome of 

the mediation session. 

The intention was to also focus on how many of the eight cases reached 

resolution and resulted in written agreements. Resolution rates appear to be a 

valuable indicator of whether the mediation model is effecfjve. The agreements 

would be indicators that disputants understood one another's perspective of the 

incident and could corne to a mutual agreement ~ W o u t  intimidation or coercion. 

It would signal that the participants had proceeded through a process of 

communication and understanding. Some disputants might even reach a level of 

forgiveness. although forgiving was not intended to be a prerequisite to reaching 

agreement. To properly document whether agreement was reached in rnediation, 

an Agreement In Mediation fonn (Appendix A, p. 5), was devised to keep track of 
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whether agreement was reached. whether a second session was required, 

whether the session was postponed. or canceled, or whether one or both of the 

disputants had not k e n  present for the mediation. A numbering system was 

deçigned to match and identify the f m s  and cases. While the success of a 

mediation was to be measured by the attainment of an agreement, 1 was also 

important to recognize that mutual acceptanœ and recognition awld be reached 

without an agreement. An agreement was just one of many possible outcornes. 

A chart entitied Mediatofs Notes (Appendix A, p. 6) was to be used to 

keep track of the disputant's names, stories, issues, and mncems. This system 

would allow for the recall of essential facts and issues dunng the mediation 

session. This chart would be destroyed after the mediation for two reasons: first, 

to ensure confidentiality and anonymity; and second, if the courts were to 

subpoena thern, there would be no written records available. 

The co-mediation mode1 was to allow for discussion of the mediation 

session and the receipt of feedback on mediation skills. Upon completion of the 

mediation session, the CO-mediators would be required to fiIl out the Mediation 

Summary Form (Appendix A, p. 7). This fonn would assist in the debriefing 

process and help caseworkers by highlighting the disputants' main issues, and 

whether any follow-up is required. Further, it was intended to allow CO-mediaiors 

to assess each othefs strengths and weaknesses. In addition. CO-mediators 

would complete and discuss the Mediation Evaluation Fonn which was designed 

to assess the four leaming objectives (Appendix A, p. 8). and highlight areas 

where improvement was needed. 
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III) Follow-U p 

The practicum plan was also to involve follow-up. VMms and ofbnders 

were to be telephoneci two months after mediation to ascertain whether restitution 

had been completed. The purpose for the follow-up was to assess the fulfilment 

of the agreed-upon restitution plan. A Fuffilment of Agreement chart was created 

to document the number of cases that resulted in a completed agreement. the 

number of cases that would not be compieted, and the number of cases that were 

to be completed (Appendix A, p. 9). The data could then provide insight into 

whether agreements were taken senously and were successfully cornpletad. A 

nurnbering system was to be used to identify each mediation and match al1 of the 

forms and questionnaires. This would maintain confidentiality and anonymrty. 

After follow-up a letter was to be sent to court stating whether or not the 

mediation had been successfully completed withir; the stipulated time frame. The 

practicum plan included mailing out the results to al1 participants at the completion 

of the practicum. The intent was to give disputants the opportunity to discuss the 

results with a mediator if they so chose. 

Summarv of Practicum Plan 

Four learning objectives (using neutral language. linking the various stages 

of mediation. avoid rushing to solutions. and appropriate control of the proces) 

and the three mediation objectives (reducing anger, wnting an agreement. and 

fulfilment of the restitution plan) were to be assessed in the practicum. The 

practicum plan was to involve three stages: case development. mediation, and 

follow-up. Case development was to entail evaluating W t h e r  or not a case was 



suitable for mediation. The mediators would contact ûoth victim and offendet to 

hear each party's perspecti-ve of the incident The mediator was to carry the 

cases frorn beginning to end, case developrnent to foilow-up. Eight case 

developments involving minor assaults were to be mediated. 

Prior to the mediation session, the victims and offenders were to receive a 

SAS pre-test questionnaire. It was to be retumed at the tirne of the mediation. 

The mediation would then take place in four stages: introduction. issue 

identification (story-telling), discussion (problem solving), and agreement 

(dosure). After the mediation the disputants were to complete the pst-test. An 

Agreement In Mediation Form would also be completed to keep track of whether 

agreement was reached (Appendix A. p. 6). Once the disputants departed. the 

CO-mediators were to complete the Mediation Sumrnary Form (Appendix A. p. 8) 

and the Mediation Evaluation Form (Appendix A, p. 9). It was anticipateci the co- 

mediation model would assist in asseçsing the mediation and allowing for 

feedback regarding the co-mediators' strengths and weaknesses. 

Two to three months after the mediation was to take place, both vidim 

and offender would be contacted to detemine whether or not their restitution plan 

had been completed. Restitution was to be tracked with the aid of the Fulfilrnent 

of Agreement chart (Appendix A, p. 10). 
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Cha~ter 5 - Im~lementation of the Practicum Plan 

This chapter disaisses the implementation of the pradicurn plan and 

changes to it A bief summary of al1 eight cases will be presented. Three case 

will be disaiseci in detail to illustrate the mediation process. Names of the 

disputants in these cases have been changed to maintain dient confidentiality. It 

is important to note that seven of the eight cases were minor asaults, while one 

involved threatening bodily harm. 

The Practicum 

Every Thursday moming the mediators met with the Crown Attomey. pnor 

to court. to review which cases were appropriate for mediation and which could 

be resolved by other rneans. Once each case had k e n  discussed the Crown 

Attorney marked on the file possible resolutions for the case: peace bond, 

wiethdrawl of charge, mediation. or proceed to trial. This gave the mediators a 

number of options to discuss with the disputants. 

At the beginning of Pnvate Information Court, the C m  Attorney 

announced to disputants that mediation had becorne a new alternative to the 

traditional court process and that a portion of the disputes on the docket could be 

resolved through mediation. The Crown then called al1 the cases which he or she 

and the mediatorç felt were suitable for mediation and asked the parties to follow 

the mediators into an empty courtroom. The mediators began firçt by outlining 

rnediation and disaissing how the process could serve al1 parties better than the 

traditional court process. The mediators then asked to speak to the cornplainant 

and accused in each case to obtain details and to discuss possible resolutions to 



the criminal charges outlined above. If the disputants were willing to try 

mediation, the mediators recorâed the vidim's and offender's names and 

addresses and infomed thern that they wu ld  be contacted within two weeks' 

time. The mediatom then returned to the Private Information Courtram to inform 

the Crown Attorney what each set of disputants had decided. The ultirnate 

decision as to whether a case proceeded to court, was wÏthdrawn. or was 

mediated rested with the Crown. Sinœ the mediators were involved in both the 

court attendance and the mediations, the schedule of data collection did not rely 

on referrals from the case mordinator at Downsview. Suitable cases for the 

pradcurn were decided upon at court culminating in the eight cases discussed in 

this report. 

I) Case Development 

Case developrnent was carried out by contacting each disputant 

separately to review the process and fully explore what each party hoped to 

achieve from mediation. Victim and ofknder were also asked what they would be 

willing to give and what they expected in return in order for the conflict to be 

resolved. This was an important question because it forced disputants to begin 

thinking about possible solutions to resulve the conflict. This initial contact was 

made one to two days after court for two reasons. First. reassurance and support 

was required sinœ it was assumed that the disputants felt anxious about both the 

charges and the process of mediation. Second. the newness and uncertainty of 

mediation demanded imrnediate contact prior to the disputants changing their 

minds about mediation and thus retuming to the regular court system. 



In five of the eight cases, case development followeâ the outlined plan. in 

three of the eight cases. case development was done the same day as the 

mediation. The mediation model was sligMly aitered as such due to time 

constraints; disputants had neither the time nor the desire to come to Downsview 

to meet with the mediaton for case developrnent and then retum a second time 

for the mediation. To complete two case developments successfully within an 

hour, case development was done at half-hour intervals. The mediators amved 

half an hour before the first party attended to prepare the boardroom for 

mediation: making coffee and tea, arranging the chairs, and preparing the fIip 

chart. One party was requested to corne to the site haif an hour before the 

second party. Once the first party's case development was accomplished, the 

mediators then spoke to the second disputant in a separate section of the office. 

After both the complainant and accused shared their perspectives of the incident 

with the mediators. al1 parties were welcomed into the large boardroom to begin 

the mediation. 

II) The Mediation Session 

After the disputants had taken their seats. a few minutes were taken to 

introduce and explain the practicurn plan and the reaçon for the questionnaires. It 

was explained that one of the mediators was a Masters of Social Work student 

from the University of Manitoba. distributing questionnaires on the mediation of 

minor assault cases. The parties were asked whether they would agree to 

participate in the practicurn plan, and were told that a willingness or lack thereof 

to participate would in no way alter the mediation service they were receiving. 



The disputants were guaranteed anonymity and confidentiality. They then agreed 

to f i l 1  out the pre-test and post-test questionnaires. It took appmmately ten 

minutes for the disputants to review the consent form and then complete the pre- 

test questionnaire. Two participants requested copies of the documents. 

lntroducing the research and asking the disputants to fiIl out the pre-test 

and post-test questionnaires differed from the original plan. The decision was 

made not to mail the questionnaires because 1 was felt th& the disputants woufd 

not fiIl out the documents or return them at the time of the mediation. It appeared 

that there wss a greater chance of the complainant's and accused's participation 

in the study if an explanation of purpose was given in person. 

a) Stage 1: Introduction 

Introductions commenced once the pre-test questionnaires had been 

completed. The practicum plan was followed exactly as outfined in chapter 4. 

The -mediators began by briefly reexplaining the mediation process to the 

disputants, and establishing ground rules (no yelling, swearing, intempting) to 

ensure proper communication. Each party was asked to speak to the mediators 

until both parties felt cumfortable talking to one another directly. This technique 

was useful in the AlemneshlSwaran case describeci below. If the mediation 

process had initially begun with both disputants speaking to one another, anger 

and resentment would have impaired proper communication patterns. The 

mediation would have broken d o m  from the beginning of the process. 

b) Stage 2: Issue Identification (Story-Telling) 

The disputants were given the opportunity to decide who would begin 



relaying his or her perspective of the incident While each story was verbalized, 

the other party had to show respect by not intenupting. If one party did intempt, 

as occasionally occumed, he or she was reminded of the ground niles and told 

that he or she would have the same opportunity to share his or her perspective. 

The story-telling prornoted a shared understanding of the incident and helped to 

locate areas of agreement and disagreement. For example, in the AdilPete case, 

once the disputants were able to hear each othefs perspective of the incident 

they asked one another questions. Adi infomed the mediators that he wanted 

Pete to becorne aware that individuals could not go around punching other people 

without facing consequemes for their actions. 

This stage in its implementation varied slightly from the original plan in the 

three detailed cases because case development was done the same day as the 

mediation. Story-telling was brief and did not ahnrays follow a logical sequence of 

events. For instance, many times during the story-telling stage the disputants 

had to be reminded that it was essential to share the complete story with the 

other party. When stories were not complete the mediaton had to ask leading 

questions in order for the cumplete story to be heard. In the AdilPete case. both 

disputants were annoyed with having to repeat the sequenœ of events 

They felt that since they had already relayed the incident in case development, 

there was no need to re-tell the story in this stage. In these three cases story- 

telling became a quick summary of events. 

c) Staoe 3: Discussion (Pmblem Solvina 

Stage three of the mediation model was not modifieci from the original 



plan. After each story was fully understood. the mediators explored each issue 

and oie underlying interests. Brainstorming techniques were used to break 

positional thinking and M e r  new approaches to resolving the conflict. Visual 

presentation sametimes assisted in darifying underlying interests and clearly 

outlining various solutions. In the Alemnesh/Swaran case, a flip cart was utilized 

to outline each disputant's issues; one column for Swaran and one column for 

Aiemnesh. To explore each issue a rotation proœss was us&. As previously 

described in the practicum plan, after each issue was explored, an X was drawn 

over the word. The mediators assisted the disputants in reaching a resolution by 

sumrnarizing any progress made. outlining points of agreement, and danfying 

areas of rnutual concem. These techniques seemed to foster a cornmitment to 

finding a solution. Once a resolution was reached the mediaton asked the 

disputants whether they felt the solution was fair and satisfactory. 

d) Stage 4: Agreement (Closure) 

The agreement stage followed the practkum plan. The mediators assisted 

the parties in understanding each other's point of view. In the Susan and Alan/ 

Steven and Kim case for exarnple, the mediators pointed out to Susan and Alan 

(the complainants) that Steven and Kim (the acaised) had believed that they 

were wrongfully accused of stealing since items in their possession had been 

given as gifts by the cornplainants. Similady. the mediators made it clear thet 

Susan and Alan felt betrayed by the accused for what they perceivecl as the theft 

of certain items fmm their home. In each of the eight cases, each party was 

asked to restate briefly what the other person had verbalized. Areas of 
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agreement were summarized and dosure was established. In the Susan and 

AladSteven and Kim case. the mediators stated mat it was evident that 

inadequate communication patterns resulted in an explosion of anger. This 

mediation resulted in a detailed and accurate agreement. 

III) FoIIow-Up 

This stage generally followed the pracüwrn plan except for two 

modifications. First, results were only mailed to those disputants who requested 

a copy. Second, af€er the cases were finished a letter was sent not only to the 

court, but also to the victim and offender outlining the outcorne of the mediation 

and whether or not the parties would reappear on the remand date. The court 

instituted a three month period in which the agreement was to be cornpleted, and 

if agreement was not reached in mediation, the parties were remanded to court. 

One of three letters were sent: 

1. A mediation session was held on (date) in the above-noted matter. The issue 

was succesçfully resolved between the parties and it was therefore 

recommended that the charges be withdrawn. 

2. A mediation session was held to resolve the abovenoteci matter. The parties 

were unable to reach an agreement and were advised to appear in court on the 

remand date. 

3. The cornplainant and accused did not wish to participate in mediation and 

preferred to have the court detemine the outcorne. In this case the mediators 

withdrew their involvement in the case. 



Summarv of the Eiaht Cases 

A brief summary of the eight mediated cases follows. The four factors that 

guide this discussion are the cuitural backgrounds of the participants, the nature 

of dispute, whether or not anything of interest happened during the process, and 

the result of mediation, 

The first case involved two Caucasian males; Mr. B was hearing impaired 

while Mr. A was physically impaired. Ms C asked Mr. A to cut her hedge which 

she thought was too high. This hedge bordered Mr. B's property and he was 

upset that Mr. A was cutting the hedge without his consent. As Mr. A was 

trimming the hedge Mr. B approached him and tned to ask him to stop. Mr. A 

could not hear Mr. B over the hedge trimmers and continued trimming the hedge. 

Mr. B then grabbed the trimmers from Mr. A's hand and wrestled hirn to the 

ground. Mr. A charged Mr. B with minor assault The interesting factor about this 

case was that though the charge only encompassed tw people. it was found 

during case development, that Ms C needed to be involved. Since Mr. A had 

taken diredion from her it was necessary to first deal with the height of the hedge 

and then deal with the assault charge. Two mediations occurred withh the 

context of one case. First, a mediation occurreâ between the next door 

neighbours. After Ms C lefi the room a second mediation occurred between Mr. 

A and Mr. B. An agreement was reached between the two neighbours. Mr. A, 

who had charged Mr. 8 with assault decided to withdraw his charge because he 

clairned that he did not have the time nor the money to deal with the incident any 

longer. A letter was d e n  to court recommending that the charges be 
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withdrawn. 

The second case involved two individuals of Latin Arnerican descent. Mr. 

A spoke both English and Spanish. while Mr. B only cumrnunicated in Spanish. 

Bo# English and Spanish speaking mediators wem used. Mr. B had just started 

his own garage and was hired by Mr. A to fix his car. Mr. A was a computer 

technician and relied heavily on his car to get him from job site to job site. S ine 

his car was used primarily for work, his employer paid for most of the repain. 

After the work was done Mr. A asked for a receipt so that he could be reimbursed 

by his employer. Mr. B agreed to give him one as soon as his office computer 

was running. When Mr. A retumed to the garage to get a receipt, both could not 

agree on what had been paid for parts and labour. Both men became angry and 

Mr. 6 grabbed Mr. A and slarnmed him against the office computer. Mr. A 

charged Mr. B with minor assauit. This case was interesting because in the 

agreement stage both parties were unwilling to compromise and were entrenched 

in their own thought patterns. It was uncertain whether resolution would be 

reached. The mediatom caucused with each disputant to ascertain M a t  each 

party needed from the other to reach resolution. It became clear that each party 

was infuriated with the other. The mediators discussed these feelings with each 

party and suggested that this be discussed with everyone. All reconvened to 

explore these intense emotions. In the end, a written agreement was reached. 

The third case involved a man and a woman: Mr. A, a landlord, was Polish 

and Ms B, his tenant, was Caucasian and Canadian bom. Mr. A stated that Ms B 

had not paid the monthly rent for some time and wanted her to vacate the 
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apartment. Ms B claimed that Mr. A had tumed off the heat to her apartment and 

was continuously hassling her. An argument ensued When Mr. A came down to 

Ms B's apartment. Ms 8 was charged with assault after she hit Mr. A with her 

shoe. The mediators found this case interesting because in stage 2, issue 

identification or story-telling, the woman refused to tell her side of the story. She 

proclairned that her landlord was hassling her and there was nothing she could do 

for him. The mediators tried to explore her feelings, both within the session and 

in an individual meeting, but she stated that she just wanted to leave. An 

agreement was not reached and the case was diverted back to court on the 

remand date. 

The fourth case involved two men of lranian descent. One man spoke 

English. Mile the other required an interpreter. Two assault charges were laid 

after Mr. A, the owner of a garage. refused to give Mr. B. the supplier, money for 

automobile parts. Mr. B came into Mr. A's garage and demanded payment. Both 

parties swore at each other in front of customers. Mr. A told Mr. B to ieave and 

that he would corne to his shop to pay him the money. When Mr. A came to the 

shop, Mr. 6 grabbed Mr. A's shirt and hit him in the face. Mr. A retaliated by 

hitting Mr. B. several times. Mr. A ciaimed that he was then taken to the back of 

the store and was beaten by three men. one of which was Mr. B. When Mr. A 

went to the hospital to see a doctor. he noticed that he was missing money from 

his back pocket. Mr. A notified the police and an assault charge was laid against 

Mr. B. Mr. B then went to court and counter-charged Mr. A with minor assault. 

This case was interesting because it was impossible to reconvene the parties for 
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the second mediation. When no agreement was reached after the first mediation. 

the disputants informed the mediaton that they mquired one or two days to 

consider if the mediation process was satisfying their needs. After three days the 

mediator tried to contact both parties; one was accessible, Mile the other's 

business line had been disconnecteci. Sinœ the rnediator was unable to reach 

one of the disputants no agreement was reached and the case retumed to court 

on the remand date. 

The fifth case involved a Caucasian Canadian bom woman and a black 

man of African descent Ms A, the property manager, approached Mr. B the 

tenant. in the parking lot and asked him not to park his car in visitor parking. Mr. 

B. became enraged and they argued for sorne time. When the tenants heard the 

commotion they ran outside to see M a t  was happening. The tenants claimed 

that Mr. B began swearing and hit Ms A. while holding a b e r  bottle . Ms A has 

no recollection of Mr. B trying to hurt her. Mr. 8 clairned that Ms A threw a beer 

bottle at him and tried to kick him. The tenants called the police and told them 

that Mr. B committed an assault The poiiœ charged Mr. 6 with minor assault. 

Mr. B then went to court and counter-charged Ms A with minor assault. This case 

was interesting because during the case developrnent Ms A was not willing to 

speak to the mediaton. She insisted that she wanted her iawyer to speak on her 

behalf and did not want to sit in the same m m  the tenant. During the case 

development the mediators had to spend a lot of time explaining the process to 

both her and her lawyer. The woman's anger and fear surrounding this case 

were discussed indepth. An agreement was not reached and the case went 



ba to court on the remand date. 

The sDNi case involved two women; one was of lndian descent and one 

was of African descent. This case is explained indepth in Case Example #1: 

SwaranAîemnesh. 

The seventh case involved two men; one was of lndian decent, while the 

other was Caucasian and Canadian bon. This case is iltustrated in Case 

Example #2: AdüPete. 

The eighth case involved four people; al1 were Caucasian and Canadian 

bom. This case is detailed in Case Example #3: Susan and AiadSteven and Kim. 

A Descridion of the Three Case Gcarn~les 

1) Case Ewmple #1: Swaran/Alernnesh 

a) Background 

Swaran (complainant) went to the Justice of the Peace in North York and 

charged Alemnesh (accuseci) with assaultive behaviour. In response. Alemnesh 

countercharged Swaran with asault. The disputants came from differing racial 

and cultural backgrounds. Alemnesh was of African heritage. while Swaran was 

of lndian heritage. They resided in the same apartment cornplex. Case 

developrnent was done the sarne evening as the mediation. My co-mediator and 

I felt this was appropriate since we had seen the disputants in court and we were 

already aware of the issues and conœms. 

b) Stage 1: Introduction 

As soon as the parties entered the boardroom, I sensed extrerne hostility 

and resentment. To calm the disputants my co-mediator and I began the 



mediation session by re-introducing ourselves and stating the importance this 

work held fur us. We proceeded by stating the reason for the prasent meeting. I 

then described my study and asked the disputants to participate. Both were 

willing to assist me. After the pre-test questionnaire was completed. I set the 

ground niles for the mediation session Sinœ the disputants brought intense 

feelings of anger and resentment into the m m ,  guidelines needed to be put in 

place to ensure a successhil mediation. By setting such boundaries. the 

disputants came to realize that proper communication could be restored in an 

appropriate fashion. I asked the disputants who would like to begin the session by 

discussing her perspectibe of the incident. Both parties agreed that Swaran 

would begin the mediation session. I utilized the Mediatofs Notes fom to record 

facts of the stories. 

c) Stage 2: Issue Identification (Story-Tell ing) 

Swaran's Story 

Swaran explained to the mediators that on August 5th she, as usual, went 

to pick up her children from the school bus. While she was waiting on the corner 

she witnessed a van hitting the rear end of a cab at the stop sign. The taxi cab 

driver asked Alemnesh for her phone number and address; she refuseci to 

present identification. The cab driver then approached Swaran and asked if he 

could have her phone nurnber since she was a witness to the accident. Swaran 

informed the mediators that she just wanted to help; she offered that although 

she shared the same cultural background as the taxi cab driver, this had no 

bearing on the situation. After Swaran gave the taxi driver her phone number, 



Aiemnesh hit her in the stomach, spat on her, and called her names. Swaran 

claimed that she had never seen or met Alemnesh pnor to this. Swaran informed 

us that '1 felt very upset and I had no way to defend myseif as I had my diildren's 

school bags in my hand.' Bystanders tried to stop Alemnesh. but she refused to 

listen to anyone. Alemnesh then screamed at Swaran, 'You live in my building in 

Garden City and I see you." After Swaran had finished explaining. 1 briefly 

sumrnarized her story to ensure the mediators had heard al1 significant and 

relevant facts. This technique impaded on Swaran by making her aware that the 

mediators were actively listening to her story and were striving to understand her 

perspective. After I sumrnarized Swaran's story she smiled and said to me, 'That 

is exactly what happened." 

Alemnesh's Story 

Alemnesh explained to the mediators and Swaran that she was sitting in 

the car with her husband, who had just amved from the United States to vis$ her. 

As she was struggling to redine her seat, she accidentally hit the side of the cab. 

She and the driver were then trying to settle the matter amicably. A short while 

after the accident happened. Swaran came to the sœne and was trying to judge 

the situation; Alemnesh became annoyed and felt that she was being insulted. 

Alemnesh explained that when Swaran approached the scene, she demanded 

that Alemnesh give the taxi driver the registration information he wanted. 

Alernnesh refusd because she was afraid that the taxi driver would take her 

Iicense and report her to the authorities behind her back. Swaran became upset 

and claimed that Alemnesh would not cooperate with the taxi driver sine he was 



Indian, as was Swaran. Swaran began speaking to the taxi driver in their native 

tongue. Aiemnesh started sweanng at Swaran and told her to go away and mind 

her own business. Both disputants became very angry, screaming and spitting 

at each other. Swaran then punched Alemnesh in the chest. and her glasses fell 

to the ground and broke. As Alemnesh reached down to pick them up Swaran 

tried to hit Alemnesh on her back with a video cassette. Swaran's strike missed 

AIemnesh, but knocked out one of Alemnesh's husband's teeth and bruised his 

upper lip. Almenesh stated that Swaran was racist; she was against her because 

she was black. Once the story was wmpleted, my cernediator summarized the 

fads to ensure that the mediaton had a comprehensive understanding of the 

incident. By summariu'ng the facts and issues Afemnesh felt that she was finally 

being heard. She tumed to my CO-mediator and prodaimed, 'Finally, someone is 

listening." 

To complete the story-telling stage, the mediators identified issues that 

arose frorn both Swaran's and Alernnesh's. Swaran had two areas of concerns. 

First, Swaran continuously mentioned that she did not want to hurt Alemnesh and 

the only purpose for her giving out her phone number was because the taxi driver 

had asked for it. Swaran ciaimed that she strove to be a good and honest citizen. 

Second, she was angry that Aiernnesh viciously assauhed her without reason. 

My co-mediator and I pointed out that Alemnesh had three areas of concem. 

First, she wanted to know why Swaran interfered. Second, she questionad how 

one neighbour could deceive the other. Third. she was angered over the assault. 

The overriding themes throughout Swaran's and AIemneshSs stones were respect 



and safety. My CO-mediator and I then diecked with the disputants to ensure that 

al1 crucial issues were outlined. This was done for two reasons: first, to allow the 

disputants to guide the process; second, to give them a final opportunity to 

contemplate additional concems. 

d) Stage 3: Discussion (Problem Solving) 

I utilized the flip chart to outline visually each disputant's issues: one 

column for Swaran and the other for Alemnesh. Each participant was asked to 

number the issues from one to ten according to significance. The mediators then 

noted areas of agreement between the disputants. Both shared beliefs that 

respecting one's neighbour and having a sense of safety were essential when 

living in a multicultural society. The women wanted to be able to greet each other 

without worry if they happened to see each other. It was interesthg to observe 

both parties' amazement when points of mutual agreement were outlined. Finding 

cornmon ground amongst the parties provided a starting point in which to begin 

discussing and working th roug h problem areas. Sirnilarities thus assisted in 

bringing the parties together. The issues of the two assaults and the charge of 

racism became les significant as each party understood the othefs point of 

view. 

The issues of wanting to be a good and honest cituen, the assault, 

interference, and deception were explored using a rotation proces to assure 

faimess. Once an area had been exarnined and discusseâ, an X was drawn over 

the word. I felt that as the disputants ainversed, a shared sense of 

understanding emerged. My co-mediator and I pointed out areas of agreement. 
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Noted similanties helped to reduœ irritability and anxiety. Tensions decfeased in 

the room when Swaran commented that she did not mean any ham and that she 

desired a good relationship with al1 her neighbours. She apologized for any 

inconvenienœ that her interference had caused and stated that she Tust wanted 

to help." 1 noticed that Alemnesh's anger prohibited her from hearing Swaran's 

explmation; Aiemnesh continueci to convince the mediators that her perspective 

was accurate. To help Alemnesh hear and acknowledge Swaran. I tumed to her 

and asked her to repeat M a t  Swaran had stated. When the mediators realized 

that Aiemnesh had not bard the statement, Swaran was asked to once again 

repeat what she had said. I then asked Aiemnesh to restate Swaran's words. 

Once Alemnesh restated the other disputant's sentence. I could see from the 

expression on her f&e that she finally understood that Swaran was taking 

responsibility and apologizing for her involvement. This technique assisted 

Alernnesh in hearing and processing what Swaran had said. Both Alemnesh and 

Swaran discussed that they felt bad about the incident and agreed not to proceed 

in court. 

e) Stage 4: Agreement (Closure) 

The mediators assisted the parties in feaching dosure and highlighted that 

miscornmunication had blocked the immediate resolution of the conflict and had 

caused the incident to proceed to Private Information Court. The mediators 

helped the parties move beyond the discussion stage to contemplate techniques 

that were to be used in future dealings such as being cordial in the elevator and 

hallways. This guided the disputants in moving from the present situation to 



future encounters. Swaran and Alemnesh admitted that miscommunication and 

inaaxirately analyzing each other's intentions had enhanced the conflict The 

disputants shook hands and agreed that the incident was resolved. They did not 

feel the need for a m e n  document. i then asked the two women to complete 

rny poçt-test and return both questionnaires. As the complainant and accused 

left the mediation session, they invited each other over for coffee. 

f) Fo~~ow-Up 

Two months after the session I wntacted both Swaran and Aiemnesh to 

assess whether mediation had helped them maintain good relations. Both 

women stated that s i n e  aie mediation no problems had occurred between them. 

I sent a letter to Swaran, Alemnesh, and the court stating that the issues were 

successfully resolved between the parties and it was therefore recornmended that 

the charges be withdrawn. 

I 1) Case Example #2: Adif Pete 

a) Background 

Adi (complainant) went to the Justice of The Peaœ in Etobicoke and 

charged Pete (accused) with assault. The parties came from racially and 

culturally different backgrounds; Pete was white (Irish) and his native language 

was English, Mile Adi was of lndian descent and English was his second 

language. Adi brought his wife to the mediation to assist in translation. I 

mediated this case with two volunteers from the Etobicoke Conflict Mediation 

Team (ECMT). Detemiining a suitable time was a problem for both parties. 

Case development was executed the same evening as the mediation. We asked 
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Pete to corne to the Mediation Centre half an hour prier to M i .  He stated that he 

fdt remorseful that he had hit Adi and wished he had controlled his temper. The 

charges king dropped were of utrnost importance to him. The mediators then 

heard Adi's perspective of the incident mi le Pete waited in the main lobby. Adi 

reîayed to us that he wanted Pete to take responsibility for his actions and hoped 

Pete now realized that he did not have the right to assault The issue of raasrn 

was briefly mentioned to the mediators. Adi believed that perhaps he was not 

promptfy served because he was Indian. This mediation session lasted three 

hou rs. 

b) Stage 1 : Introduction 

The mediators sensed more resentment and anger from Adi than from 

Pete when the two parties entered the session. The mediators were cognizant 

from the case developrnent that the cornplainant, Adi, was embanassed and 

humiliated by being assauited in his workplaœ. Respect and digntty were of 

utmost importance to him. We began the process by introducing ourselves and I 

requested the disputants' participation in rny research study. After the 

complainant and accused completed my pretest questionnaire, I infomed them 

of the process of mediation, and established the usual behavioural guidelines. In 

this stage my co-mediator and I introduced the notion of cauwsing. We fet that 

the anger and resentrnent in this case could han the mediation process and the 

mediators woufd therefore be compelled to speak with each party separately. 

Caucusing could assist in bringing forth concerns and issues. Balancing the 

language bamer in the session by alIowing Adi the time he needed to verbalize 
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his thoughts and feelings was necessary to ensure an equalization of power. The 

mediators asked Adi to beg in explaining his side of the incident. This intervention 

impacted on Adi and Pete in two ways: first, the intewention reinforced the idea 

that Adi's opinions and thoughts were just as valued as Pete's; second, it 

assisted in balancing power differentials due to language. 

c) Stage 2: Issue Identification (Story-Telling) 

Adi's Story 

Adi explained to the mediators that pnor to the incident he had just begun 

working for a trucking company that transported large containers. On February 2, 

1997 he went to the RX transport site to pi& up two shipments. Pete had worked 

for years as a lift operator, loading containers ont0 the flatbeds. Upon entering 

the yard Adi was uncertain which truck would be helped first since there was no 

routine logical order. He raisad his hand signaling which containers he desired 

and repositioned his truck in order to receive the shiprnent at his perceived angle. 

When Adi realigned his truck, Pete completely ignored him and continued to 

serve other customers. As time passed Adi grew extremely angry because he 

was not being served. Adi informed the mediators that Pete then climbed d o m  

frorn his Iift and motioned to Adi to leave his truck. Pete approached Adi and 

asked why he had moved his truck. Adi explained to Pete that he was trying to 

straighten the truck so that loading would be simple and quick. Adi could see the 

fi-ustration and anger building within Pete; he yelled at Adi for realigning his truck, 

made a rude gesture, and punched him on his hard hat After the assault. Adi 

went to the office and reported what had occurred. After Adi was finished, I 



sumrnarized his perspective. I made a conscience Mort to speak slowly because 

of the language banier. By summarizing slowly I sensed that Adi feit that he was 

given the opportunity to finally relay his story. This technique assisted in 

balancing the power differential. Adi thanked me for listening to his perspective. 

Pete's Story 

Pete began by infoning the mediators that Adi was not an expetienœd 

driver and had never loaded the containers by himself. This incident occurred the 

first time he came to load solo. Pete told us that when Adi entered the yard he 

had noticed his amval but was preoccupied loading other trucks. As Adi drove 

into the yard he was perfectly aligned with the containers, thus making it simple 

for Pete to lift the shipment on his flatbed. When Pete saw Adi realigning. he 

could not comprehend why he would do so if he was already perfectly in place. 

Pete told the three mediators that his job was extremely stressful; the truckers' 

ability to maneuver the trucks effecüvely made his job easier. Pete climbed down 

from his truck and the two disputants began to argue. Pete admitted that as he 

and Adi argued he became furious. Pete claimed that Adi was creating additional 

labour for him; instead of Pete loading the truck within two minutes. the job 

required half an hour. Pete continued to ask Adi why he had pulled ahead so far 

that he couid not properiy load Adi's flatbed. Out of rage, Pete punched Adi on 

the head. After the incident Adi ran into the office to report the incident and Pete 

followed. Pete admitted that he made a mistake by punching Adi on the head 

and realized that he should have controlled his anger. One of rny co-mediators 

sumrnarized Pete's perspective of the incident. We then asked each disputant 
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whether we coukl proœed with aie process, empowering them with this decision. 

After both stoiies had been outiined, the three mediators identifiecl the 

relevant issues on the blackboard to ensure that both parties understood the 

concerns. From Adi's perspective it was important that Pete recognize and 

assume responsibility for his wrong. He wanted Pete to know that individuals can 

not go around punching other people. Adi indicated that he desired respect and 

fkiendliness from Pete. Here, Adi declined to raise the issue of racisrn in front of 

Pete. When one of the mediators tried to explore this issue in front of Pete. Adi 

resisted and brushed it off. 1 believe that this caused Adi embarrassrnent and 

shame. He retreated from his accusation of M s m  because he simply did not 

want to exacerbate the issues already on the table. Racism never re-arose as an 

issue. Pete's prominent issue was how the charge would adversely affkct him. 

He realized that having a criminal charge could prohibit him from progressing to a 

higher paid position. He was also concerneci about AdiJs method of 

communicating, the positioning of his truck, and awareness of the time 

constraints inherent in loading trucks. 

Areas of agreement became evident from the story-telling stage. The 

mediators noticed that Pete and Adi desired the immediate resolution of the 

incident and did not want the involvernent of the criminal court system. Pete and 

Adi agreed that they felt they could work out their conœms. Both disputants 

acknowiedged that a wrongful assault had ocairred. I then asked if elher 

disputant had any other conœms that he would like to discuss. Adi responded to 

this question by stating that he needed certain things from Pete in order for this 



incident to be reçolved; a letter of apology, prionty service. and respect from 

Pete. 

d) Stage 3: Discussion (Problem Solving) 

The mediators used the blackboard to record and thoroughly discuss each 

disputant's concems: one column for Pete and the other for Adi. One mediator 

stood and wrote mile my co-mediator and I sat with the disputants. As each 

issue was explored an X was drawn over the word. Tu explore each issue we 

used a rotation proœss to ensure faimess. Once every concern was discussed 

we asked the disputants to brainstom for viable solutions; this technique 

empowered the disputants by allowing them to arrive at a mutually agreeable 

resolution. Pete began first since Adi had initially told his story. Disagreement 

arose M e n  the issue of communication was discussed. Pete felt that to 

communicate effecüvely which container Adi desired, he should have come out of 

his truck. Adi believed that the use of gesturing was adequate. The mediators 

assisted in resolving this difference by helping each individual cornmunicate his 

feelings and thoughts arising from the issue, and giving each ample time without 

interruptions from the other disputant. At one point I suddenly had to intempt 

Adi's remarks to ask Pete politely to refrain from gesturing and cornmenting. 

Both Adi and Pete srniled at my comment because they became aware that 

imtability brings out the worst in individuals. 

As the three-hour mediation session progressed. the parties began 

speaking to each other instead of each directing his comments toward the 

mediators. I felt that the point at which tensions significantly diminished was 
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when Pete tumed towards Adi and said, ''1 am very suny for punching you in the 

head and I would very much like to resdve my rnistake." By Pete admitting his 

rnistake he, in Adi's view, was assuming responsibility for his actions. Adi and 

Pete discussed Adi's desired solutions in order to move forward: written apology, 

respect, and pn'ority senrice. Pete stated that he had two requirements: first, in 

the future, Pete needed Adi to locate himself at the rear of the truck to indicate 

which container he required; second, he wanted Adi to l a v e  his truck aligned 

with the containers unless otherwise advised. 80th agreed to meet the each 

other's needs. 

e) Stage 4: Agreement (Closure) 

The three mediators assisted the parties in reaching dosure by articulating 

what had been outlined and resolved in the third stage. Once again we used the 

blackboard to illustrate these facts. It became apparent that prior to the 

mediation session hostility halted the path for proper communication patterns 

which resulted in increased anger and negative feelings. Consenüng to a written 

agreement gave the parties the opportunity to outline clearly what they required 

for a complete restitution and reparation. The ternis and conditions of the m e n  

agreement were as follows: 1. a m e n  apology from Pete for the incident 2. 

prionty service for Adi by Pete, 3. respect and friendlines from Pete to Adi, 4. 

Adi would stand at the back of his truck to indicate his orders and 5. Adi would 

leave his truck in position unless otheiwise advised. The mediators asked the 

disputants to envision the next encounter and then describe it to us. This 

technique helped Pete and Adi f o n  new methods of interaction. I asked the 



disputants to read over the document and sign. We witnessed the signatures. I 

then asked the disputants to curnplete the post-test. 

I believe this was a strong written agreement because it was balanced and 

speafïc. It cleariy stated the needs of both parties, what each individual gave up 

and what each received. Pete and Adi shook hands, smiled at each other and 

then strolled out of the session. 

f) Fo~~ow-Up 

Two months after the mediation session I wntacted both Pete and Adi to 

inquire about the agreement. They each told me that they were fulfiling the 

conditions of the document. I then sent a letter to Pete, Adi, and the court stating 

that the issues were successfully resolved between the parties and it was 

therefore recomrnended that the charges be withdrawn. 

III) Case Example #3: Susan and AlanlSteven and Kim 

a) Background 

Susan and Alan, husband and wife (complainants), had gone ta the 

Justice of the Peace and charged Steven and Kim, their tenants (accused). with 

threatening bodily ham. I decideci to use this case because threatening bodily 

harm and an assault charge are very similar in nature. Threatening to hann 

another individual may in fact lead to an assault. The incident arose from a 

landforciltenant dispute: Steven and Kim had been living in the basement of the 

complainants' residence. Case development was done the same evening as the 

mediation due to time constraints. The complainants amved haif an hour prior to 

the accused. Susan and Alan then waited in the central office while my co- 



mediator and I heard the accused's perspective of the incident. The case 

development and mediation session lasted three hours. 

b) Stage 1: Introduction 

Upon entering the mediation sesion, we sensed intense hostility between 

the parties. We instructed the disputants where to sit; we placed ourselves 

between the parties. I believe that this technique assisted in minirnizing the 

imtability in the m m .  I noted that as the disputants seated themselves, angry 

glances passed from person to person. At that moment I realized that strict 

guidelines would have to be followed to ensure a safe environment in which each 

disputant could express himseff or herself freely. My mrnediator and I began the 

session by introducing ourselves and thanking the parties for pursuing mediation. 

I described rny study and asked the parties to participate. Al disputants were 

willing to assist me. After the pre-test was distnbuted and cornpleted. 1 infoned 

the parties of the ground niles to ensure a successful mediation. I informed the 

disputants that if any of them felt they required a break. they merely had to tell the 

mediators. Sensing that emotions could flare up, I mentioned that the mediators 

might need a break to caucus with each other or with one party at a time. I then 

asked which party would like to begin telling their story; both agreed that Susan 

and Alan should begin. I kept track of the facts using the Mediator's Notes fom. 

c) Stage 2: Issue Identification (Story-Telling) 

Susan and Alan's Story 

Susan and Alan infomed the mediators that they had been invoived in a 

landlord/tenant relaüonship with the accusad for about three years. Steven and 



Kim had b e n  tenants of Susan and Afan in two of their homes. In the first 

residenœ the accused were very clean and quiet. Susan had spent a significant 

amount of time in the accused's basement apartment and had been invited to al1 

of Steven's and Kim's gaaierings. When Susan and Alan sdd the house and 

bought another home. they asked Steven and Kim to corne with them and once 

again reside in the basement. Steven and Kim consented since they had enjoyed 

living with the complainants. Al1 parties agreed to the following terrns because 

the basement of the new house was not completed: Steven and Kim would 

structurally complete the basement and in return they would receive two months 

free rent and six months ffee food. The complainants informed the mediators that 

in the second residence the accused were unkempt and extrernely noisy. When 

the landlords noticed the disturbances progressing they asked Steven and Kim to 

vacate. The tenants became upset and threatened to hurt both of them. Steven 

and Kim left the complainants' residence, taking a bedroom set, microwave, 

drapes. and tools. The complainants insisted on having these items retumed or 

receiving $800.00 in cash. As Susan and Alan finished their story I noticed the 

anger on their faces and they stared into the accused's eyes. My co-rnediator 

then summarized the story to ensure that we had understood the sequence of 

events and al1 relevant facts. 

Steven's and Kim's Story 

Steven and Kim stated that they had lived with Susan and Alan for three 

years and had thought they had a superb rapport with their landlords. As the 

accused made this statement they turned to the other party with disbelief and 



frustration on their faces. The accused relayed to the mediators that they felt 

betrayed by the cornplainants s ine they had thought thern to be friends. Steven 

and Kim continued their story by stating that when they al1 moved into the second 

house, there was a verbal agreement that the aaused would cornplete the 

basernent for a raduction in rent. Steven and Kim felt that they had had a good 

relationship wNi their landlords until they were asked to vacate. The accused 

stated that while in the second residence Susan had given them a bedroom set 

and microwave. Kim then stated. "Alan had no idea what Susan was doing and 

he had no idea that she gave us the fumiture." As K m  verbalized her thoughts 

tears ran down her face. 'We are not thieves," she screamed. Steven and Kim 

asked the mediators if they wuld have a few moments to themselves. I asked if 

they needed any assistance; Steven and Kirn responded by claiming that they 

needed a few minutes to discuss the situation amongst themselves. 

After about ten minutes my mrnediator and I reconvened the rnediation 

session. Steven and Kim continued wlh their story. The couple infonned the 

mediators that Susan had called the police two days after they vacated; they 

questioned why she waited. Kirn stated that both parties threatened each other 

when the couple moved; the threats were out of rage. Steven and Kirn informeci 

us that once they had moved they refumished their new apartment and had given 

the bedroom set to Steven's parents and the microwave to their friend. The items 

therefore could not be retumed. Once the story was completed, 1 sumrnarized 

the facts to ensure that the mediators had a complete understanding of the 

situation. 



Wah both stories were completed. using neutral language. I identified the 

significant issues for the disputants. It was evident that Susan and Alan felt 

betrayed by the tenants of whorn they once thought so highly since, in their 

opinion, they stole belongings and then threatened to hurt thern. They believed 

that they had been deceived. The complainants wanted their rnicrowave, 

bedroom set, and drapes to be rightfully retumed. The central issue for Steven 

and Kim was that they were k ing  wrongfully accused of stealing. 60th stated 

that they had not stolen the items but that they had been given by Susan. The 

accused repeated several times that they just wanted to be left alone. The 

ovemding theme throughout bath disputants' stories was that each couple felt 

betrayed by the other. This was extremely hurtful since each felt that the other 

was their friends. My co-mediator and I then checked with the parties to ensure 

all important issues were mentioned. This gave thern a feeling that they were in 

control of the process. 

d) Stage 3: Discussion (Problem Solving) 

The parties agreed that the issue of betrayal was the rnost pressing issue. 

Using a rotation process each disputant relayed to the others how they feit about 

the incident and the others' perceptions. As thoughts and feelings were 

identifiecl, it became dear that each couple had developed a negative stereotype 

of the other. Susan and Alan perceived Steven and Kim as criminals, while 

Steven and Kim perceived Susan and Alan as deceptive and untrustworthy 

landlords. The use of open-ended questions and probing assisted in eliminaîing 

the perceived negative images and in restoring proper communication. I noted 
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that as soon as each couple envisioned the other as human, a common ground 

was found. The disputants realized the hurt the situation had caused. I noticed 

that as soon as Susan mentioned that she did not want to hurt 'these kids," 

Steven and Kim redefined her as non-threatening and began to envision her as a 

caring individual. The fact that boai parties outlined similar issues, rapport and 

trust between the couples became possible in the context of the mediation. This 

helped in building rapport and trust between the couples. We assisted the 

disputants in exploring underiying interests by asking questions and moving them 

through the various stages of the process. Agreement was reached when I 

pointed out to the parties that perhaps there had b e n  miscommunication about 

the items. My co-mediator and 1 assisted the parties in discussing the 

miscommunication that may have occurred. Susan commented that she thought 

she had tofd Steven and Kim that they could just use the items, not keep them. 

Then she said, 'Maybe they did not hear m a t  I said or maybe I did not say what 1 

meant." Similarly, Steven admitted that maybe he had jumped to conclusions 

instead of confinning what Susan had rneant I summarized this discussion by 

stating that individuals have often misunderstood one another or have not stated 

what is actually intended, instead assurning the other party would understand. By 

clanfying I assisted the parties in fuliy understanding that miscommunication 

caused pro blems. 

The mediaton discussed with the disputants what each wanted and m a t  

each individual would be prepared to give. We explored the importance of 

compromising to reach a rnutually satisfying agreement. This spurred the 



disputants to begin discussing what each needed and what each individual was 

willing to give in order to resdve this disagreement. Susan and Alan stated that 

they really wanted the bedroom set and the microwave retumed. Both were 

Alhg to forgo the drapes. Steven and Kim hesitated and then mentioned that 

the only item that was possiMe to retum was the microwave sinœ Steve's 

parents had sold the bedroom fbmiture. Susan and Alan appeared extremely 

disappointed and mentioned that they wished Steven and Kim had not given 

away the fumlure. After a few minutes Susan and Alan stated that they were 

willing to accept only the microwave and did not want the charges to proceed in 

court. All parties agreed that this issue was resolved. 

e) Stage 4: Agreement (Closure) 

My CO-mediator and I assisted the disputants in reaching cioçure and in 

identifying what each party had corne to realize. R was evident that each party 

had not k e n  communicating what they intended to express. Threats of bodily 

harm emanated from the explosion of anger. My co-mediator and I encouraged 

the parties to continue listening to one another in order to reach a cornplete and 

satisfactory agreement. We assisted them in moving beyond discussion to the 

final stages of the mediation proœss. This assisted them in reaching dosure. All 

parties feR that a written agreement was necessary in order to outline clearly 

where, men, and how the exchange of the mimwave should occur. The ternis 

and condlions of the agreement were as follows: 1. the microwave would be 

retumed to Susan and Alan on Sunday August 30, 1997 at 2:00 PM at Safeway 

grocery store. 2. Susan and Alan agreed not to communkate directly or indirectly 



with Steven and Kim. 3. Steven and Kim a g d  not to communkate direcUy or 

indiradly witfi Susan and Aian. I believe the M e n  agreement was strong since 

it was precise and directly outlined what each party would receive and H a t  each 

would give. After the document was drafted and signed I thanked the parties for 

engaging in rnediation and asked them to camplete the final questionnaire. When 

each party left, the mediators complernented them for their effort This made 

each disputant feel that they had contributed to a positive process. Steven and 

Kim then left the mediation session and Susan and Alan followed. 

f) FoIIow-Up 

Two months af€er the mediation session, I contacteci Susan and Alan and 

Seven and Kim to ensure that the agreement had been followed. Both parties 

informed me that the rnicrowave had been retumed to Susan and Alan as 

planned. The conditions of the no direct or indirect communication between the 

parties had been followed. I sent a latter to Susan and Alan, Steven and Kim, 

and the court stating that the issues were successfully resolved between the 

parties and it was therefore recomrnended that the charges be withdrawn. 

Conclusion 

The imptementation of the practicurn rnediations was generally consistent 

with the plan outlined in chapter 4. Variations in the practicurn plan were as 

follows: 1) in three of the eight cases, case development was done the same day 

as the mediation, 2) pre-test questionnaires were not mailed out to disputants, 3) 

the story-telling stage was brief for the cases where case development and 

mediation occurred the same day, 4) in the foflow-up stage, fom letters were sent 



not only to the court. but also to victim and offender stating the resuk of the 

mediation and 5) results were only sent to those disputants who requested a 

copy. The results of al1 eight cases, including detailed resuits of the three 

highlighted cases. will follow in chapter 6. 



Chapter 6 - Resutts 

This chapter discusses the results of the three mediation objectives and 

the four leaming objectives outlined in chapter 4. This is done through detailing 

the results of the three highlighted cases, in addition to presenting the results of 

al1 the eight cases mediated in the practiwm. 

The Three Mediation Obiedives 

The three mediation objectives were as follows: 

a) Reducing anger 

The State Anger Scale (SAS) was used to evaluate whether rnediation 

reduced the complainant's and accused's level of anger before and after 

mediation. The scores for the pre-test and post-test represent how the disputant 

felt before and after the mediation process. A greater number for the pre-test and 

a smaller number for the post-test signified a trend toward a redudion in anger 

and irritability. In discussing the results, the letter C represents the cornplainant 

and the letter A signifies the accuseci. 

b) Writing an agreement; and 

c) Fulfilment of the agreed upon restitution plan 

The Four Leamincl Obiectives 

The four leaming objectives were as follows: 

a) Use of neutral, non-judgmental language; 

b) Linking the various stages in mediation; 

C) Allow'ng disputants to process each stage fully to arrive at a mutually 

agreeable resolution; and 



d) Maintaining appropriate control of the process and allowing the disputants to 

control as much of the process as possible. 

These objectives will be disaisçed together rather than individually. 

Results of the Three Case Exam~les 

1) Case Example #l : Swaran/Alemnesh 

Swaran's and Alemnesh's reducüon of anger was the first mediation 

objective that was evaluated. The pre-test cornponent of the State Anger Scale 

(SAS) (Appendix A, p. 14) was consistent and refleded the hypothesis. On the 

pre-test both disputants scored 25160. On the post-test questionnaire Swaran 

scored 17/60, while Alernnesh scored a total of 15/60. Two additional questions 

were posed on the pst-mediation questionnaire to decipher further whether 

mediation would assist in making the disputants feel les  angry with the incident: 

1. Were you satisfied with the outcome of the mediation? 2. Did you feel that 

the agreement was fair to both the complainant and accus&? Swaran and 

Aiernnesh both answered 'yesu to k i n g  satisfied with the outmme and believing 

the agreement was fair. 

Writing an agreement was the second mediation objective that was 

evaluated. Although a written agreement was not drafted, it appeared that the 

disputants proceeded through a process of understanding and forgiveness. The 

complainant and accused left the mediation session with a sense of peace. This 

was evident by o b s e ~ n g  them shake hands and state that the conflict was 

resolved. It was tecorded on the Agreement in Mediation form (Appendix A, p. 5) 

that this case was successfully mpleteâ in the first session. 



Fuifilment of the agreed-upon restitution plan was the third mediation 

objective that was assessed although in this case there was no reSfifCIfion. In any 

event, in the interest of follow-up, three months after the rnediation both parties 

were contacted to determine how they were feeling since the mediation and 

whether they had encountered each other since the session. Swaran and 

Aiernnesh dedared that after the mediation they had coffee together to build a 

positive relationship. It was indicated on the Fulfilment of Agreement fom 

(Appendix A, p. 9) that both disputants had sucœssfully completed the verbal 

agreement. 

Upon completion of the mediation the co-mediators filled out the Mediation 

Summary Fom (Appendix A, p. 7) and the Mediator Evaluation Fom (Appendix 

A, p. 8). The first form. Mediation Summary Fom. assisted in cleariy outlining 

that the main issues for the participants were respect and safety. The mediaton 

learned that it was important to move the discussion from focusing on blame to 

what both parties could do to improve circumstances in the Mure. The mediators 

also discussed when the best time was to present a questionnaire to the parties. 

In this case, stage 1 (introduction) of the rnediation pnicess was intempted to 

ask the disputants to complete the questionnaire. Both mediaton felt that this 

detracted from the case. 

The second fom, Mediator Evaluation Form, was a usefut tool in 

evaluating the four leaming objectives. Strengths and weaknesses were clearly 

identified and methods of enhancing skills were discussed. The first leaming 

objective, use of neutral language, was recorded as 'doing well". The second 



objective. linking the vanous stages of mediation, was slightly weaker and 

therefore was marked 'okay'. The third, avoid nishing to solutions, was noted as 

'needs improvement"; disputants needed to proœss each stage fully. The fourth 

objective, keeping the discussion moving. was marked as "needs improvemenr. 

Significant improvement was needed in keeping the discussion flowing srnoothly. 

It was rnentioned that a mediator should not raise their voice or display feelings 

through facial expressions, as was the case on one occasion. Calmness needed 

to be modeled for the disputants. 

II) Case Example #2: AdilPete 

The first mediation objective that was evaluated. the reducüon of anger, 

resulted in a trend toward a reduction in anger for the complainant. On the p re  

test component of the State Anger Scale (SAS) (Appendk A. p. 1 the 

complainant scored 31/60, while on the post-test the result was 15/60. This 

disputant was satisfied with the outcorne of the rnediation and felt that the 

agreement was fair to both parties. The accused's results were as follows; 1 7/60 

on the pre-test and 18160 on the pst-test. Given the insignifîcance of a one- 

point change there was in effect no change m m  the pre-test to the post-test. 

The fact that the accused's scores were constant from the pretest to the post- 

test may have been due to the anger and frustration he felt throughout the whole 

process. having been charged for an offence. The resulting anger may not 

therefore have subsideci in a rnere three-hour rnediation session. Although Pete 

was relieved to have the charge w i t h d m  the process had not been extensive 

enough to rid his anger. Nevertheles. Pete indicated that he was satisfied with 



the outcome of the rnediation and believed the agreement to be fair to both 

hirnself and Adi. 

The second mediation objective, wriong an agreement. was accomplished 

in this mediation session. The m e n  document assisted the disputants in clearly 

outlining their solutions. Complete understanding and forgiveness was evidenced 

when Pete, during the mediation, wrote an apology. Findings were recordeci on 

the Agreement In Mediation form (Appendix A, p. 5). This case was successfully 

cornpleted in the first session. 

Fulfilment of the agreed-upon restitution plan was the third rnediation 

objective that was assessed. Two months after the mediation both parties were 

contacted to determine if the agreement was k i n g  honoured. Pete and Adi 

stated that their working relationship was respectFu1 and satisfactory. The 

Fulfilment of Agreement forrn (Appendk A. p. 9) indicating that the disputants had 

successfully cornpleted the agreement was fi lied out. 

After the completion of the mediation the Mediation Summary Fom 

(Appendix A, p. 7) was utilized as a debriefing tool. The mediators felt that the 

main issues for Adi were respect and obtaining an apology from Pete. Pete's 

main concern was eliminating the criminal charges. As the case was reviewed 

the mediators believed that there had been an overlap between case 

development and story-telling which caused the disputants to becorne frustrated 

with the pmcess. The mediators felt that if case development was to take place 

the same night as the mediation, the case development should have been altered 

to halt the continuous repeating of the stories. In lieu of separate case 
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developments for each party, they could have been done in the presenœ of both 

disputants. It was noted that the turning point in the mediation arose from Pete's 

apology - 

The cmediators discussed the impact that Adi's wik, who acted as 

interpreter, had on the mediation process. It was fel  to be beneficial for an 

interpreter to be present since Adi's command of the English language was poor 

and he required translation on key ternis such as compromise. This forced the 

mediators ta slow dom the mediation process so that Adi muld understand the 

entire process. Further, his wife acted as a support system. The unexpected 

presenœ of Adi's wife however. was a surprise to the mediaton and the accused. 

Aithough Pete consented to having Adi's wife in the mediation, Adi obtained 

ernotional support. whiie Pete had none. The mediators fel that this unequal 

power distribution could have negatively impacted the mediation process. It 

appeared that this finding rnaterialized in the accused's pst-test scores indicating 

no reduction in anger. 

The Mediator Evaluation Fomi (Appendk A, p. 8) was then completed in 

order to fulfil the four leaming objectives. The first objective. using neutral 

language, was marked on the fom as 'doing well'. Similarly. linking the various 

stages of mediation was checked as 'doing well". Weaknesses lay in the third 

and fourth objectives. In the third, the coinediator marked 'okay' for allowing 

disputants to process each stage fully and allowing disputants to disa is  

ernotional issues to amve at a mutually agreeable resolution. The fourth 

objective. appropriate control of the process, was marked 'okay" referable to 



whether the parties had been helped in identifying and articulating their underlying 

needs. The mediators disaisseci that improvement was needed in allow-ng the 

parties to have more control of the process. 

III) Case Example #3: Susan and AlaMSteven and Kim 

The pre-test and post-test questionnaires (Appendk A. p. 1 4 ,  evaluated 

the redudon of anger on both Susan and Aian and Steven and Kim. The pre- 

test score for Susan and Aian was 31/60, as cornpared to 19/60 for the post-test. 

This was consistent with the hypothesis that mediation assisted in reducing the 

level of anger participants experience. The complainants rnarked that they were 

satisfied with the outcome and felt that the agreement was fair to both parties. 

Steven and Kim scored 30160 on the pre-test, yet the result of the post-test rose 

to 50/60. It appeared that since Steven and Kim were the accused, thete was 

extreme anger and agitation on their part which had not been completely 

alleviated by the mediation. The three-hour mediation session may not have 

k e n  adequate to d m  and make the accused feel less angry about the situation. 

Although the mediaton tned to balance power, the accused May have felt 

coerced into an agreement simply to eliminate the charges. The accused 

indicated that they were not satisfied with the outcome of the mediation and did 

not feel the agreement was fair. This may have been as a result. in part of 

having to get back the complainants' rnicrowave from their friends and return it. 

The couple added on the fom that the 'other party does not agree on anything; 

do not undetstand." 

Wnting an agreement was the second mediation objective that was 



measured. It represented that a resdution had been reached despite feelings by 

the accused that they were rnisunderstood. It was recorcieâ on the Agreement in 

Mediation fom (Appendix A, p. 5) that this case was successfully completed in 

the first mediation. 

Fulfilment of the agreedupon restitution plan was the third mediation 

objective. After the retum of the microwave, both parties were contacted to 

confimi the exchange of the microwave. The disputants stated that the exchange 

had b e n  completed without any problems. The Fulfilment of Agreement form 

(Appendix A, p. 9) was then marked indicating that both parties had completed 

the written agreement. 

After cornpleting the mediation the mediators debriefed by filling out the 

Mediation Surnmary Form (Appendix A, p. 7). It was noted that when each party 

observed the other's emotions, positional and uncompromising thought patterns 

began to dirninish. It became evident that when Kim began to cry, Susan realized 

that Kim was hurt and that compromise was necessary to reach a reasanable 

solution. The mediators also discussed that understanding was acquired when 

each couple realized that there had been a signifiant amount of 

miscommunication and that intentions had not been clarified. 

The mediators completed the Mediator Evaluation Form to assist in 

evaluating the four learning objectives. The first objective. using neutral 

language. wes marked as 'doing well". Similariy, linking the various stages of 

mediation was noted as "doing well". It discussed that work needed to be done 

on the third and fourth leaming objectives; avoiding rushing to solutions and 



appropriately controllhg the process. It was feit that the disputants were not 

given adequate tirne to pracess each stage fully and there was diffïculty in 

keeping the discussion moving smoothly. These two leaming objectives were 

marked as 'needs improvernent? 

Results of al1 Eiciht Cases 

The results of al1 eight cases are presented below with respect to both the 

rnediation and leaming objectives outlined at the beginning of the chapter. 

1) Mediation Objective - Reducing Anger 

Figure 1 

The State Anger Scale 

Cases 1 Cornplainant 
~re-test 
(outofW) 

22 

Cornplainant 
Post-test 
(out of 60) 

15 

Accused 
P re-test 
(out of 60) 

19 

Accused Post- 
test 

(out of 60) 
20 



In the first case C scored 22160 on the pre-test .15/60 on the post-test and 

A scored 19/60 on the pre-test, 20/60 on the pst-test In the second case. C 

scored 27/60 on the pre-test, 27/60 on the pst-test and A smred 30/60 on the 

pm-test, 30/60 on the post-test. In the third case, C scored 34/60 on the prptest, 

3 1/60 on the post-test and A scored 1 9/60 on the pre-test. 1 9/60 on the pst-test. 

In the fourth case. A scored 31/60 on the pre-test, 15/60 on the post-test and A 

çcored 17/60 on the petest. 18/60 on the pst-test. In the fifth case, C çcored 

31/60 on the pre-test, 19/60 on the pst-test and A çcored 30/60 on the pre-test. 

51/60 on the post-test In the sixth case, C scored 34/60 on the pre-test. 33/60 

on the post-test and A scored 18/60 on the pre-test, 17160 on the post-test. 

Since there were charges and munter-charges in the seventh and eighth cases. 

the initial charge was used to label the disputants as either cornplainant or 

accused. In the seventh case, C scored 29/60 on the pre-test. 23/60 on the pst -  

test and A scored 40160 on the pre-test, 19/60 on the post-test. In the eighth 

case. C scored 25/60 on the pre-test, 17/60 on the post-test and A scored 25/60 

on the pre-test. 15/60 on the pst-test. 

The above results indicate that seven cornplainants scored higher on the 

pre-test than the post-test. One score was the same for both the pre-test and the 

pst-test. For the accused, three scores were higher on the pre-test then the 

post-test, three were lower on the pre-test than the post-test. and two scores 

were the same for both the pre-test and the pst-test. This meant that 718 

(87.5%) of the complainants felt less annoyed and imtated after the mediation, 

while only 318 of the accused (37.5) were less imtated in the aftenath. The 



results of the effect of mediation on cornplainant can be found in Figure 2 and the 

results of the effed of mediation on accusecl can be found in Figure 3. 

Figure 2 

Effect of Mediatim On Complainant 
60 

Cases 

Figure 3 

Effect Of Mediation On Accused 



There was an apparent six point variation in the complainants' imtability 

and anger after the mediation. AlEhough 1 appeared that the compWnants were 

much more likely to benefit from the mediation process, 1 was uncertain as to 

whether this improvement was large enough to daim that mediation reduced 

initability and anxiety. This finding was compared with normative data 

(Spielberger & London, 1984, p. 629). These authors evaluated the State Anger 

Scale for 1252 working adutts. Mean scores for a subsample of working adult 

women between the ages of 23 and 32 years was 13.71. For a subsarnple of 

working adult men between the ages of 23 to 32 the mean score was 14.28. The 

finding of the mean score in this report, 23/60, was higher than the normative 

data. This six point variation dernonstrated a general trend toward a reduction in 

imtability and anger at the completion of the rnediation process. 

When analyzing the sum scores of the accused there was only a one point 

variation from the pre-test to the pst-test. This slight difference did not reflect 

change in anger as a state. Therefore, the accused were just as irritable and 

angry from the time they began rnediation to the point at which mediation was 

completed. There were three possibilities for this result. Firçt, perhaps the 

accused were more likely to hold greater anger and frustration because they had 

been accused and faced dealing with the consequences of a criminal charge. 

Mediation sessions were not long enough to diminish this extreme emotion. 

Second, the accused muld have maintained a considerable amount of anger 

because he or she did not feel entirely in the wrong. Third, the idea of being 

penalized could have added fumer anger and irritation. After the mediation 



session the offender had to be concemed with restitution. 

A cornparison of the e M  of mediation on complainants and acarsed is 

exhibited in Figure 4. 

F iaure 4 

Effect of Mediation on Accused and Complainants 
All Cases 

While viewing the graph it becornes clear that there is a greater trend in reduction 

in imtability for the complainants than for aie accused when comparing the pre- 

test and post-test. 

The average pmtest and post-test scores for both the complainant and 

the accused were calculated. The average resuits for the cornplainant for the 

pre-test was 29/60 and 22/60 for the pst-test. For the accused, 24/60 was the 

tabulated result for the pre-test and 23/60 for the post-test. The average pre-test 

score for the complainant was higher than the post-test. This meant that there 

was a trend towards decreased anger Mer the mediation process. There was no 

change for the accused. The SwaranlAlemnesh case may be juxtaposed to the 



PetelMi case to compare scores where agreements were drafted and scores 

where agreements were not. When analyzing these cases, scores did not relate 

to whether an agreement was put in wriüng or not. In the SwaranlAlemnesh 

case, the pre-test score was lower than the post-test score. ln the PetelAdi case 

it was only the complainant who scored lower on the pst-test. The average 

results for the cornpbinant and accused in al1 cases More  and after the 

questionnaire can be found in the following chart. 

Figura 5 
State Anger Scale - Average Results 

Accused 
Pretest 
(out of 60) 

24 

Accused I Pest-test 

II) Mediation Objective - Writing An Agreement 

In 318 (37.5%) of the cases a M e n  agreement was drafied in the first 

mediation session. In these cases it was thought that the cornplainant and 

accused understood one another's perspective and found mediation ernpowering. 

After the mediation was over the disputants cornmented that they understood 

each other's perspective and feR positive about the other individual. Aithough no 

M e n  resolution resulted from 2/15 (40%) of the cases where agreements were 

reached, mediation resulted in verbal agreements. In these cases it appeared 

that the disputants had come to an understanding and had proceeded through a 

process of communication. They believed here thet a verbal agreement suited 

their needs. Three common factors were apparent in the 3/8 cases that did not 
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reach agreement First, the disputants entered the first mediation session with a 

negative attitude and the assumption that this proceçs would not work. Second, 

the disputants' anger stopped them from pursuing the entire procesç of 

mediation. Third, they were uncornpromising and they were set on having the 

courts detemine the outcorne of the case. Ail disputants met once ta discuss the 

incident. regardles of whether a M e n .  verbal, or no agreement was reached. 

In the first case which did not resuR in any agreement. the disputants met 

for an hour at the agency to discuss the incident. Both parties were extremely 

hostile and refused to hear each other's perspective. Continuous intemipting 

occurred. The mediators therefore felt that this case was not suitable for 

mediation and stopped the process. The parties were advised to retum to court 

on the remand date. In the second case. the complainant listened to the 

acwsed's story and began to argue with his issues and concems. The 

cornplainant then infoned the mediaton that he wanted the courts to decide who 

was right and who was wrong. He did n d  wish to discuss the incident with the 

accused because he felt justice could only be served through the criminal justice 

system. In the third case. the disputants met for three houe to discuss the 

incident. A second mediation was arranged for the following week. The rnediator 

received a phone cali from the complainant's lawyer prior to the second meeting 

stating that his client wanted the accused to vacate the prernises. The lawyer 

stated that mediating the assauit charge would not resume untit the Civil Courts 

decided whether or not the accused would vacate the house. The case was on 

hold for three months and was then retumed to Private information Court on the 



rernand date- 

III) Mediation Objective - Futfilment of Agreed Upon Restitution Plan 

A few months after each mediation session which resulted in agreement, 

the parties were contacted to determine whether both the vidim and offender had 

completed their respective restitution agreements. After reviewing the Fullilment 

of Agreement chart (Appendix A, p. IO ) ,  the investigator concludeci that 518 

(62.5%) of al1 mediations were successfully completed in that their agreements 

were fulfiled. Of mediations which reached agreement, either written or oral, the 

fulfilment rate was 100 percent. 318 (37.5%) of mediations did not reach verbal or 

written agreements and consequently there was no fuffilment of agreement. 

The Four Learnina Objectives 

The eight Mediation Evaluation Foms were analyzed (Appendix A, p. 9) 

to assess my strengths and weaknesses. The eight CO-mediaton observed that 

three main strengths emerged. The use of non-judgmental language (1A) was, in 

al1 of the eight foms, marked as 'doing well". Second, the skill of assisting in 

restoring relationships rather than focusing on determining guilt or fixing btame 

(3E) was also assessed as 'doing well". Helping the parties identify and articulate 

underlying needs (4E) was the third strength that was common among the forms. 

One of the CO-mediators wrote on the bottom half of the fom that the parties 

were encouraged to express interests and concems and were provided with the 

forum to discuss the issues openly. 

The first weakness that the eight CO-mediators marked was my diniculty in 

keeping the discussion moving evenly (4A). Second. there was difficulty in not 



mshing to solutions and in allowing the disputants to process each stage fully 

(3A). One co-mediator in particular noticed that when the parties came to an 

impasse, I becarne impatient and atternpted to assist in the solution. Aithough 

the use of non-judgmental language was maintained, the -mediators noticed 

impatience in body language and facial expressions. For example, in one 

mediation I had not agreed with a comment made by one of the disputants, and 

indicated such with a frown and nod of the head. After the session, I was told 

that too much passion was displayed and that there was a need to madel 

calmness for the parties. My third weakness was a lack of ability to ffow evenly 

from issue identification to discussion (28). The CO-mediators pointed out that 

there was discornfort when moving through the process from identifying the 

issues to verbalizing thoughts and feelings around the issues. 

After four of the eight mediations were completed, a review of strengths 

and weaknesses was completed in order to clanfy what skiils needed to be 

maintained and what skills required improvement. The remaining four mediations 

were used to improve those skills that needed enhancement. The goal of 

improving mediation skills was successful. The remaining co-mediators marked 

the skills: f iow evenly from the issue identification to discussion; allows 

disputants to process each stage fully; and keeps the discussion moving evenly, 

'okay" rather than 'needs improvement". To further the first skill, keeping the 

discussion moving , the remaining four co-mediators allowed me to lead the 

discussion stage. This was the most difficult stage in which to maintain control of 

the proœss sinœ each person's issues and concems were k ing  brought forth. 



The second weakness in the area of allowing disputants to process each stage 

fully, was improved by consciously slowing down and not rushing fmm stage to 

stage. After each stage was cornpleted, the disputants were asked whether they 

had any questions and whether they could move on to the next stage. In this 

way, the parties were allowed to move through the mediation procas at their own 

speed. Careful attention ensured that rny thoughts and feelings were not 

displayed in body language and facial expressions. To improve the third skill, 

flowing evenly frorn issue idenMication to discussion, notes for stage two to stage 

t h m  were made pflor to each mediation. This enabled me to consider phrases 

that would evenly lead Rom issue identification to discussion. For example, after 

issue identification (story-telling) was completed, I utilized a phrase such as, 'Now 

that we have heard each person's story, we are going to begin discussing 

conœms and hopefully develop methods of handling them," in order to lead the 

meâiation into the discussion (problem solving) stage. 

Conclusion 

The results of the practicum's eight rneâiation cases indicates that the 

rnediation process is a viable alternative to the traditional cnminal justice system, 

where the parties involved are willing to mate their own resolutions. Aithough 

the results indicated that there was no measurable change in the accused's level 

of anger and there was only a trend toward a reduction of anger for the 

complainant, the fact is that five of the eight cases resulted in agreements. Of 

those five cases, al1 restitution obligations were completed. It can therefore be 

said that mediation gives disputants the opportunity to resolve their own disputes. 



Where this opportunity is taken up, mediation allows disputants to create 

solutions which address their own needs. As the resufts indicate, where such 

solutions were amved upon. the disputants in each and every case honoured 

their agreements thereby putting the responsibility of problem-solving back into 

their own hands. resulting in the constructive empowerment of the individual. 



Chauter 7 - Summarv and Conclusions 

Chapter 7 consists of two sections. First, a sumrnary of the pracücum plan 

and its implementation will be presented. Second. conclusions about the 

practicurn will be drawn. This involves comparing mediaüon Iiterature to the 

expience of mediating in the practicum. discussing the accomplishment of both 

mediation and iearning objectives. and presenting the strengths and limitations of 

the process as found in the practicum. Remnmendations for future mediation 

work will conclude this practicum report 

Summaw of Practicum Plan and Its lrn~lementation 

In fuifilment of the pradicurn, a nurnber of steps were taken to both 

prepare for and implernent the mediation practicum plan. Prior to the practicurn, 

theories of restorative justice and its implementation through mediation were 

explored as an alternative to the traditional criminal justice system. Literature 

relating to victimfoffender mediation was reviewed to understand the 

requirernents of a mediation program and the impact of mediation on both victi'ms 

and offenders. Incident-based and historical co-mediation models were outiined 

as the paradigms to be used for mediation. Mediation training, the devising of the 

practiwm plan, and the mediatian and leaming objectives were then outlined. All 

of this was in preparation for eight cases which were mediated, their results 

explored in context of the mediation and leaming objectives. 

The restorative model of justice was compared to the tradiüonal criminal 

justice systern. It was found that the retributive paradigm tended to ignore 

injuries to victims. to communities, and to offenden. Victims did not have the 



right to voiœ their opinions about the offenœ nor the opportunity to meet the 

individual wtio caused hann to them. Mediation within a restorative framework 

was devised to correct the wrongdoings of the traditional system by balancing the 

rights of victims. offenders, communlies, and govemments and assisting hem in 

reaching resolution to crime. Restitution was to be agreed upon by both victim 

and offender and had to be acceptable to both parties. 

Reviewing literature related to victirnfoffender mediation was necessary to 

understand past accomplishments and areas that needed further work. The 

review was based on general victimioffender studies since rnediation programs 

aimed at addressing minor assaults have only begun to emerge. Two questions 

guided the investigation of the literature. First, was it possible to implement a 

victirnhffender mediation program and how would one devise it? Second. what 

was the impact of mediation on both victims and offenden? Wth regard to the 

first question, it was found that staffing and training, time requirernents. 

feasibility, participation in reconciliation. and communication were the five factors 

that trainees needed to consider in successfully mediating disputes. Rea-divism, 

re-hurnanizing the offender, satisfaction. and completion rates were the four 

cornmon factors in the literature when considering the impact of mediation on 

victims and offenders. 

A detaited plan was devised prior to the practicum. Four leaming 

objectives (using neutral language, linking the various stages of mediation, 

avoiding rushing to solutions, and appropriate mntrol of the process) and three 

mediation objectives (reducing anger, writing an agreement, and fuffilment of the 



restitution plan) were to be evaluated. The leaming objectives were to be 

assessed by the completion of the Mediation Evaluation Fom (Appendk A, p. 9). 

The mediation objective, reâucing anger, was to be evaluated utilizing the State 

Anger Scales (SAS). Writing an agreement was to be evaluated utilizing the 

Agreement In Mediation fom (Appendix A, p. 5). A Fuifilment of Agreement chart 

(Appertdix A p. 9) was created to assess the objective fuffilment of the restitution 

plan. The methodology consisted of three parts; case developrnent, the mediation 

session, and fallow-up. 

The implementation of the practicum was generally consistent with the 

planned outline. Five variations made to the practicum plan were: 1) in three of 

the eight cases, case development was done the same day as the mediation; 2) 

pre-test questionnaires were not mailed out to disputants; 3) the story-telling 

stage was btief for the cases where case development and mediation occurred 

the same day; 4) in the follow-up stage. fonn letters were sent not only to the 

court, but also to victim and ofknder stating the result of the mediation and; 5) 

results were only sent to those disputants requesting a copy. While al1 eight 

cases were briefly summarized in this report, three were discussed indepth. 

The mediation objective results from al1 eight cases indicated that while 

there was a trend toward a redudion in initability and anger for the cornplainants, 

there was no change for the accused. All of the five mediations that reached 

agreement resulted in cornpletion of restitution. This may be due to the 

disputants feeling responsible for the completion of the agreements since they 

were the ones who deviseci it. Three common factors accounted for the three 



cases which did not mach agreement: the disputants were continuously arguing 

with one another, they did not believe in the benefits of mediation, and they were 

uncomprornising. Results from the leaming objectives indicated that the three 

most commonly noted strengths were the use of non-judgmental language, 

assisting in restoring relationships rather than focusing on determining guilt or 

brame, and helping the parties articulate underlying needs. Difficulty keeping the 

discussion moving. not allowing the disputants to proœss each stage fully, and 

allowing facial expressions and body language to express thaughts and feelings 

were the noted weaknesses. 

Similarities and Differences Between the Practicum Results and the Literature 

Similarities and differences between results found during the practicum 

and those referred to in the literature will be discussed with regard ta eight areas. 

These indude the following: 1) communication; 2) tirne requirernents; 3) 

vindictiveness of victims; 4) attitudes of offenders; 5) victims view of offenden; 6) 

the writing of agreements; 7) restitution and; 8) fulfilment of agreed upon 

restitution plans. It is important to note that results did not difTer in al1 eight areas. 

Communication is the first area which was found to be important in both 

the literature and the practicum. Umbreit (1 992) noted that it was crucial for the 

offender to communiate openly about the incident and for the victirn to outline 

the adverse affects the criminal behaviour had caused. Similady, it was found in 

the practicum that it was important to both disputants to tell each other their 

perspective of the incident and how the dispute adversely affected them. 

Time requirements is the second area in which both similarities and 



differences existeâ in the literature and the pradiaim findings. In the literature, 

Umbreit (1989) noted that a signficant amount of time was needed when dealing 

with minor assault cases. 80th victims and the offenders required frequent 

contact prior to the adual mediation session. Similady, findings from the 

pracücurn show& that questions needed to be answered prior to the session as 

to the process of mediation and how it differed frorn the courts. Further, an 

explanation of the proces was necessary for the disputants' lawyen. sinœ many 

disputants felt more cornfariable engaging in mediation on advice from counsel. 

Yet. unlike Umbral, this pmcticum did not find that the adual mediation sessions 

required a significant amount of üme. In fact, a large majority of disputants 

wanted to enter mediation imrnediately after being referred to Downsview and 

desired to complete the proœss quickly. Sensitivity to the timing in which cases 

were mediateci was another matter that differed from the literature. Mediators 

were cautioned to exercïse sensitivity in approaching victims of minor assaults 

(Umbreit, 1989). It was suggested that several months must elapse prior to 

comrnencing victimloffender mediation. In the case of Conflict Mediation 

Services of Downsview the court dictated when each case would appear before 

the Justice of the Peaœ and henœ the mediators did not have the opporhrnity to 

control for time. 

The third cornmon area in both the Iiterature and the practicurn resuits 

was that victims were not vindidive and self-scrving. 60th Galaway (1988) and 

Umbreit (1992) indicated that victims were reasonable and were not vindictive; 

eighty-six percent of vidms in Umbreit's article (1992) victims believed that 



meeting with the offender was helpful. Sirniiarly. the results of this pradiaim 

report found that 87.5% of victirns found that sharing his or her perspective of the 

incident was benefiical. Discrepancy existed between Urnbreit's and Galaway's 

findings and the resuits from the pradcurn m e n  it came to vidims wanting to 

help the person who victimized them. The literature indicated that victims were 

conœmed for helping the person who victimized thern (Umbreit, 1992, 433). 

Yet, in this practicum report general conœm for the offender's welfare was not 

present and counseling or rehabilitative seMces were never recommended by 

the victim. Complainants wanted to discuss the incident. reach an understanding. 

and amve at a mutually agreeable resolution. 

The fourth wmmon finding between the literature and the practicum is the 

attitudes of offenders. Umbreit & Coates (1993) found that offenders tended to 

recognize his or her wrongdoing and apologize for the incident in order to resolve 

the situation and make things right (Umbreit & Coates, 1993, p. 571). They noted 

that the offender's apology was the pnmary focus. These findings were consistent 

with that of Heinz, Galaway, and Hudson (1976). Having the oppominity to meet 

with the victim, discuss the incident openly, and amve at a mutually agreeable 

resolution gave the offender a heightened sense of wntrol. In tum the verbal or 

writîen agreements were taken seriously and greater effort was made to complete 

the contrads. Similady. it was found in this practicum that offenden wanted to 

apologize for their wrongdoings and resolve the situation. Having the opportunity 

to meet with the vidim gave the offender control over his or her situation and in 

turn al1 verbal and M e n  agreements were fully completed. Results of the 



practicurn showed however that offenders also wanted an apology from their 

vidims. They wanted their victirns to recognize and take responsibility for the fact 

that their adions may had precipitated the assault. Reœiving an apology was 

therefore just as necessary as giving one; 1 syrnbolized shared responsibility. It 

appeared that this was important for the offender in minor assault cases because 

both disputants could have been physically harmed and personally humiliated by 

the incident. 

The fifth area is the finding that mediation assisted the victim in viewing 

the offender in a positive light. Umbreit & Coates (1993) noted that the victim's 

imtability and fear of re-victimization was reduced when the offender was seen in 

a positive light (p. 576-577). Mediation allowed for greater understanding and 

less stereotypical view of the offknder as a temble criminal (Umbreit, 1989, p. 

101). It was found that after mediation the victims were relieved that the incident 

had been resolved and had acquired an understanding of why the offence 

occurred. Umbrel (1992) also indicated that offenders showed a slightly lower 

level of satisfaction with the mediation process and mediators than the victims. 

Similady, the results from this practicurn report indicated that there was a 

reduction in anger and imtability between the pre-test and post-test 

questionnaires for the victims. This strongly suggested that viewing the offender 

in a positive light assisteci in reducing irritability and anger for the victim. For the 

offenders. there appeared to be no statistically signifiant reduction in anger and 

irritability thereby indicating that they had a lower level of satisfaction with the 

mediation process than did their victims. 



The seventh area of cammonality is the type of restitution which was 

agreed upon by both victims and offenders. The literature found that the final 

contact generally inciuded monetary restitution to the vidim. Less common was 

comrnunity work seMce or behavioural requirements for the offender. Working 

for the victim was not a common practice sinœ there was concem for safety and 

liability. Further, Hughes and Schneider (1989). found that judges and crowns 

rarely ovemiled disputants' decisions not to proceed in the courts. Similady, the 

results of the practicum demonstratecl that restitution agreements did not indude 

cornmunity work sewice and or working for the offender. Further. behaviour 

modifications were required in some of the m e n  agreements. For example in 

the AdilPete case, both agreed that Pete would treat Adi with respect and 

friendliness. 

The sixth area of comrnonality between the literature and the results of this 

practicum report is the Mting of an agreement. Umbreit's (1992) research 

outlined that in over half of the cases, 96%, that went to rnediation resulted in 

restitution agreements. The results of this practicum report showed that 62.5% of 

the cases resulted in agreements. Of the five of eight cases that resutted in 

agreements only three resulted in a wntten agreements and two in verbal. 

The eighth area is the offender's fuifilment of the agreed-upon restitution 

plan. The literature noted that offenders' involvement in the wriüng and 

implernentation of agreements tended to make them feel responsible for 

successfully complethg these agreements. Heinz. Galaway. 8 Hudson (1 976) 

diswssed that as compared to the traditional methods of pnsm and then parole, 



those involved in mediation may have had greater success in completion rates (p. 

154). Restitution rates were greater for offenders involved in the mediation 

process because it was seen as important to them to uphold their restitution 

agreements (Umbreit, 1992, p. 441). The negotiation and completion of 

restitution was a predominant symbol that validated the victim's experience and 

signaled to the offender that acknowledgment of wrongdoing had to be taken 

(Umbreit, 1989, p. 101). Similady, results of this practicum experienœ indicated 

that al1 of the restitution agreements were completed by the offender. It appeared 

that the offenders were cornmitteci to acknowledging their wrongdoings and 

completing their agreements. 

Accom~lishment of Obiectives 

The mediation process did not fully accomplish what had been expected. 

Upon writing the proposed mediation plan the assumption was that both the 

vidim and the offender would feel l e s  angry after the mediation session. The 

belief was that the offender would feel relieved that criminal charges would not be 

pressed against him or her and that the victim would have the opportunity to state 

needs in relation to the crime. After ca-rnediating in eight cases it was found that 

victims felt less angry after the mediation session than did offenden. It appeared 

that complainants were much more likely to beneft from the process in this sense 

than the accuseû. This discrepancy could be accounted for by the greater anger 

the accused might have felt because of being charged an criminal offence. 

Another discrepancy between the perceiveci expectations and the outcorne 

was in M i n g  the agreement. ft was believed that in cases where agreement 



was reached, a written document would ensue. In practice. only three of the 

cases resulted in written agreements while two wlminated in verbal agreements. 

The expectation th& the rnajority of the cases would result in rasolution and not 

proceed to court was met; five of the eight cases were resolved. As thought. 

100% of the mediations that reached agreement had those agreements fuffifed by 

both disputants. The hypothesis that most rnediations would help disputants 

come to a mutual understanding of the incident was correct. The majorïty of 

disputants informed the mediators that they left the rnediation session with a 

positive feeling that the issues and concems had been resolved. 

ViabilÏtv and Strenaths and Limitations of Mediation 

1) Viability 

Conflict Mediation Services of Downsview has served the North York 

region for ten years, a region which encompasses a culturally and racially diverse 

population. After engaging in the practicum, it appeard that rnediation was 

extremely effective and was a viable alternative to court. Mediation provided a 

forum for individuals from diverse ethnic backgrounds to corne together and meet 

one another. This aided in reducing negative pracanceptions and stereotypes 

about minorities. Relatedly, it was found that some of the disputants did not have 

a good command of the English language sinœ they had just recently amved in 

Canada. By utilizing mediators who spoke the same language as the disputants. 

an open atrnosphere was created in which the disputant could express himseif or 

herseIf and share his or her feelings with the other person. Disputants could take 

as Iittle or as much time as was required to mme to an understanding andor 



resolve the dispute. The court system did not provide individuals with the 

opportunity to relay conœms and offen disputants felt ovemhelmed in the 

pmœss. Whether or not language assistance was required, mediation provided 

an arena in wtiich to meet the other party and listen to his or her perspedive. As 

each case proceeded it became obvious that true understanding emerged when 

one disputant came to view the other person as a human k i n g  and not just as a 

criminal. Court had not provided the opportunity for this understanding and 

transformation to evolve- 

Mediation was also viable with this population because Ï t  assisted in 

resolving disputes outside the court system, thereby eliminating lawyer fees. 

Conflicts were settled more quickly and with les  cost to the disputants outside 

the judicial system. Since many of the participants were new immigrants to 

Canada they did not have the funds to settle a conflict in court and may felt 

fnistrated with the backlog . 

It is the agencfs belief that in order for complete resolution to take place, 

an understanding must be reached between disputants to ensure that future 

interactions withh their communities be successful. As a community-based 

agency. Downsview was responsible to its communities by attempting to ensure 

that offences would not recur and that disputants would be able to function in the 

community without further conflict. This was based on the notion that it was only 

by amving at a rnutual understanding that both parties were able to leave 

mediation and retum to their communities with a sense that resolution had been 

achieved. Tnie resolution could onfy be achieved when al1 four elements (victim, 



offender, community, govemment) were in hamony. AflowÎng the victim's voiœ 

to be heard, addressing the vicüm's and offender's needs and concems. and 

assisting both parties in reaching a mutually agreeable resolution were important 

efements of mediation based on a restorative framework- 

Based on the practicum experienœ the mediation model was found to be 

an effective twl in helping disputants reach an understanding and amve at a 

mutually satisfying agreement. Still, as with other models, strengths and 

limitations exfsted. 

II) Strengths of Mediation 

The mediation model employed in this practicum can be said to have three 

strengths when viewed in contrast to the traditional criminal justice system or 

other models of dispute resolution. First. since mediators had the opportunity to 

rneet the disputants in court prior to case development. there was greater insight 

into the conœms and issues of each disputant. Convening with the disputants 

twice, at Private Information Court and during case developrnent. provided the 

opportunity for the mediators and the participants to build trust and establish 

understanding. Second, the mediation model not only focused on resolving the 

present dispute, but aimed at improving future interactions. After each dispute 

was resolved the mediators asked the disputants to consider vaflous methods of 

dealing with the other party in the future. Third, the process of mediation 

empowered the disputants and plaœd responsibility for the offenœ back into the 

victim's and offendet's domain. lnstead of the courts çolely outlining restitution, 

the victim and offender had the opportunity tu draft a mutually satisfying 



agreement. Further. the mediation mode1 allowed the victim and ofknder to lead 

the process and detemine if mediation satisfied their needs. If either of the 

disputants believed that this process was not suitable for any reason. he or she 

had the power to halt the proces and return to court. 

III) Limitations of Mediation 

There were five main limitations of mediation based on the experienœ at 

Downsview. First. the most critical limitation was that culture and language were 

not taken into account. A large majority of the disputants were bom in other 

countries and English was not their native language. In some mediations it was 

necessary to repeatedly explain the mediation process. questionnaire. and 

teminology. The nuances of the English language also had to be explained 

within the context of mediation. Neither the mediation model nor the SAS Scale 

accounted for cultural or linguistic variation. While the use of same-language 

mediators assisted. it could not eliminate entirely the disadvantage or two 

disputants not conversant in the same language. 

Second, the practicum plan did not take into consideration the method in 

which cases were received and the influence that had on the pre-test scores. 

The pre-test scores may have ken skewed because incaurt details of the case 

were discussed and disputants' were allowed to vent their fnistrations phor to 

receiving the pre-test. By the time the pre-test was given disputants' anger may 

have diminished. Third, it appeared that mediation was unable to deal with 

lingering feelings of worry, trust. and resentment. Even though both disputants 

may have agreed to a m e n  document. in some cases it appeared that the 
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accused still harboured some anger and wondered whether he or she could trust 

the cornplainant and the courts to eliminate the criminal charge completely. 

Fourth, in some cases the logistks of mediation were timeconsuming in that 

there was difficulty coordinating schedules. disputants did not a h y s  arrive on 

time or at ali, and parties were sometimes uncompromising leading to frustration 

for al1 involved. Fifth. a systematic lack of faith in mediation made it diffiwlt to 

bring disputants together. For example. in court. the mediators had to convinœ 

and constantly reassure the disputant's that rnediation was useful. 

Recomrnendations for Future Mediation Work 

ARer assisting and obsewing the development of victimloffender mediation 

in the North York Courts. it is evident that some development is required in the 

mediation program. Five recommendations for future mediation work are 

diswssed below. 

First. enhancements to the mediation diversion program may be made if 

the agency were to expand into the arena of police-laid charges. By being 

involved in both private information and police-laid charges. there would be a 

higher volume of cases and a greater opportunity to mediate cases that have 

serious allegations. On the other hand. cases involving police-laid charges could 

make disputants feel that if they did not engage in the process they would be 

viewed negatively. This is an important point since forcing disputants to mediate, 

whether ml or perceiveci, eliminates the voluntary aspect of mediation. In 

essence the agency could be seen as ignoring the voluntary and collaborative 

aspect of mediation. Mediaton however can deal wiai this by dearly outlining to 



disputants that mediation is completely voluntary and that if at any point in the 

p~ocess one party does not wish to proceed. the mediators will stop the process. 

Further. the mediaton are able to tell the disputants that they will not be 

penalized if they bel that court is better suited to address their needs. 

Second, consideration should be given to annexing Conflict Mediation 

Services of Downsview to the courts. The fetationship between the courts and 

the agency would certainly be strengthened s i n e  the agency would be part of the 

judicial system. All cases, whether minor or serious. could then be considered for 

mediation. The agency and the courts would jointly decide which cases would be 

appropriate for mediation and which ones would proceed to trial. On the other 

hand. k ing  annexed to the courts could stifie the agency's autonomy and force 

the agency to function according to the court's agenda which often ignores 

victims' interests. Further, the agency's association with the judicial system could 

alter the public view. Conflict Mediation Services of Downsview could ùe 

perceived as biased, not a neutral third party. This problern however could be 

de& with by the agency k i n g  actively involved in the implementation of the 

mediation program and clearly defining both its and disputants needs and 

interests in relation to the courts'. Further. the courts and the agency muld seek 

to inform the public that while both work together to resolve conflicts, the courts 

do not hold power over the agency. Any such annexation would require clearly 

delineated responsibilities vis-a-vis the two bodies. 

Third, the courts should reinforce m e n  agreements reached in the 

mediation sessions by staying the charges for a period of a year. In this tirne- 



frame, restitution agreements would have to be fully cornpleted by vidm and 

offender. The criminal charges would then be mmpletely withdrawn assuming 

the agreement in question was fuffiled. Fourth. Downsview should actively solicit 

the Crown Attorney in the Toronto region to introduce mediation as a diversion 

program in the downtom Criminal Courts. By actively soliciting and educating 

the courts about mediation the agency would: 1) begin to develop a name for 

itself in the area of victim/offender mediation and; 2) possibly irnplement a wider 

victim/offender mediation program thereby gaining additional financial support. 

Reputation and financial support wi-Il assist the agency's expansion. Fiifth. 

rdiance on volunteers to mediate cases should be shifted to the use of paid 

mediaton. There was a significant problem in the agency since some volunteen 

did not retum phone calls and too much time had elapsed before mediators could 

be assigned to the cases. By utilizing paid mediators. the professionalism of 

mediation would becorne heightened and more serious cases couid then be 

mediated. This phenornena has already begun to occur in the Civil Courts where 

mandatory mediation has now been irnplernented. On the other hand. paying 

mediators would eliminate the grassroots approach. which is to use volunteers 

within the community to help resolve disputes. Notwithstanding this concern, an 

expansion of 'mediatable cases" and the extended length of time required 

demands mediators who are readily accessible professionals, and seen as such. 

The recognition of responsibility demands paying mediators for their time. 

Concl usion 

Notwithstanding its present limitations. mediation was found to be a viable 



alternative to the traditional court process. Mediation places the responsibility of 

the crime back into the hands of the disputants by allowing them to control the 

resolution. By focusing on the restoration of relationships and communication 

patterns, rather than on blame, disputants can reach an understanding of the 

incident which brought thern into the judiaal system, and provide them with tools 

for future interaction, both with eachother and others. After the experienœ of 

assisting in the implernentation of a mediation diversion program in the North 

York Courts and co-mediating eight mediations, 1 appean that there is 

tremendous opportunity for growth in the area of minor assauit mediations. 
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Confiict Mediation Services Of Downsview 
95 Eddystone Avenue 
North York, Ontario 
M3N 1H6 

Dear Mediation Participant: 

I am a Masters of Social Work student at the University of Manitoba completing 
my educational requirements at Conflict Mediation Services Of Downsview. Your 
assistance would be greaüy appreciated to evaluate the impact of face-to-faœ 
mediation on people who choose to participate. 

A questionnaire well be given to you prior to the mediation session. I am asking 
you to cornplete a. Upon completion of the session you will be asked to fiIl out a 
second questionnaire. By cornparhg the two questionnaires I wi-Il explore the 
impact of mediation. 

Your participation in the evaluation is important and your views will help me 
understand the effectiveness of mediation . However, your participation is 
cornpletely voluntary and has no effed on your involvement in the program. If 
you do not wish to participate in the questionnaire, please indicate this decision 
on the consent fom and retum it to the mediators at the time of the meeting. 
Please indicate your willingness to participate by checking the appropriate box 
and signing the consent form on the next page. 

The information that you share is cornpletely confidential. It will not in any way 
deny you service or affect the outcorne of your mediation. 

I hope that you participate because your views will provide me with 
knowledge about whether mediation is addressing participants needs and 
concerns. lmprovements to the process of rnediation can then be made. Thank 
you for your consideration. 

Yours very tnily, 

Shani Reich 



Consent Forrn 
Participant 

Mediating Minor Assaults 

You are k i n g  asked to consider participating in a study on mediation - the impact 
of mediation on victirns and offenders. 

This study is confidential and no one but the reçearcher will have access to this 
data. 

Your parücipation is voluntary and you rnay withdraw at any time. But your 
participation would be appreu-ated. If you sign this f o n  you are also saying that 
you are taking part of you own free wili. 

You are entitled to see the summary report men  1 is finished. 

Please check one of the following and fil1 in the appropriate information. You 
need not answer every question. 

1. I agree to complete a brief questionnaire pnor to the 
rnediation session. - Yes -No 

2. 1 agree to complete a brief questionnaire irnmediately 
after the mediation session. - Yes -No 

3. 1 need to talk to the researcher before I agree. You may 
cal1 me to discuss it. - Yes -No 

4. ' 1 agree to participate in this study. - Yes -No 

Name: Circle if overhnder 18 yearç 

Address: Phone #: 

Date: day/month/year Signed 

Researcher Name: Shani Reich 
Status: M. S. W. student, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB. 
Phone: 740-2522 



Client #: 

Please check one of the following to identiiy yourself: 
Complainant: Accused: 

A number of statements that people have used to describe how they feel are 
given below. Read the statements below and indicate how you feel about the 
incident prior to meeting the carnplainantiaccused. 

1 =Not at al1 
2= Somewhat 
3=Moderately so 
4=Very much so 

1- - 1 am rnad 
2- - I feel angry 
3. - I am bumed up 
4. - I feel initated 
5- - I feel frustrated 
6- - I feel aggravated 
7- - I feel like I'm about to explode 
8- - I feel like banging on the table 
9. - I feel like yelling at someone 
1 O. I feel like swearing 
11. I am funous 
12. I fael like hitting someone 
13. I feel like breaking things 
14. I am annoyed 
15. I am resentful 

Additional Comments: 



QUESTIONNAIRE 
Post-Mediation 

Client #: 

Please check one of the following to identify yourself: 
Corn plainant: Accused: 

Please check one of the following: 

1. Are you satisfied with the outcorne of the mediation? 

Yes No- 

2. Do you feel that the agreement is fair to both the wrnplainant and accuseci? 

Yes No- 

If not briefly explain: 
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A number of statements that people have used to descn'be how they feel are 
given below. Read the statements below and indicate how you h l  about the 
incident after the meeting with the complainantlaccused. 

I am mad 
I feel angry 
i am bumed up 
I feel irritated 
I feel fmstrated 
I feel aggravated 
I feel like I'm about ta expiode 
I feel like banging on the table 
I feel like yelling at someone 
I feel like swearing 
I am furious 
I feel like hitting someone 
I feel like breaking things 
I am annoyed 
I am resentful 

Add itional Cornments: 



Agreement In Mediation 

Date Client# Aaree No Aaree 2nd Sess - ion ~escheduled Canceled No Show 

Total Scheduled ....................................................... 
met and mediated .......................................... 
reached agreement.. ...................................... 
no agreement ................................................. 

............................. second session scheduled 
............................ postponed or resched uled.. 

ca nceied ......................................................... 
no show.. ........................................................ 



Mediatofs Notes 

Surnrnary of Issues 



Mediation Surnmary Fom 

Mediators : 

Participants: 

Date: 

File #: 

Agreement: wrinen verbal 
no agreemenr: 

Others : Lenad of Session: 

1 lnfomation for Caseworken 1 
1. What were the main issues of the participanrs (e-g. restitution, respect, safety, privacy. 
etc-)? 

2 .  What was the level of tension between parllcipants? 

m begimrzg of session: LOW 1 1 3 4 5 E g h  

or erui ofsession: LOW 1 2  3 4 5 High 

3. What, if any. follow-up is required in diis case (e.g. monitor restitution papenu.  arrange 
anodier mediation session, arrange Cornmunit'y Service Work, etc.)? 

WC u r n e  cl[ Ji~pc~rms are given photocopies of rheir agreemen~ m the signiq .  PIeorc indictue if uny pcrries 
hcve nor receivd a copy of [kir  agreemem 



4. Please voice auy comments or observations that may be he$ful ûyeworker in 
hermis future contact with these parties &or the Chwn Attorneys (i.e. specific concem 
about the agreement. session, or pames e.g. wibgness to resolve incident, taking 
respons ibility , remone. etc.). 

5.  * N  SV; ofien gets requesn h m  the media to i n t e ~ e w  penons who have 
parcicipated in rnediation. Wouid it be appropriate for the caseworker to contact these 
penons? Yes - No - If yes, which ones? 
Comment~: 

In addition to debrie- with your co-mediator, it is often important to debnef a mediauon 
session with the caseworker. We would encourage you to do this if you would find this 
helpfuI. 

1 am planning to contact the caseworker* to debrief this session. 

name: 

P 1 would appreciate a cal1 from the caseworker in regards to this case and session. 

- - 

For diswsion and debrieflng wirh your co-mediaroc 

1 . 1 feit cornfortable with.. . 
1 felt uncornfortable wi th... 

3. Imightdo differently next time. because.. . 

4. Greacer undersmnding reached between the panies in diis session when.. . 
As mediators, we encowged diis understandin2 by . . . 

'~aavorker's  i~i~iaLr are found or top n'ght corner of face shcrc 
DBtV=Dororhy; CF= Chrir; RD = RuaEy; BDI= & d i :  SKH=Sandv; 

BP = Beny; MW=,Mary; hfL, =Mike 
g:l&uiskdopIvlnintfonrrsLrumay 



Mediator Evaluation Form 

This assessrnent is designed to evaluate whether the four learning objectives 
were established in the mediation session: 

1. using neutral language 
2. linking the various phases of mediation 
3. controlling the p m  
4. avoiding to rush to solutions 

Date: Mediator: 

Session #: Apprentice: 

Needs Improvement Okav 
1. Use of neutral language 
A Uses non-judgmental language - 
B. Equalizes responsibility by reframing 
and redireding loaded comrnents - 
C. Does not generalize; avoids using 
aiways or never - 
D. Does not accuse; telling one party 
his or her intentions - 
E. Does not give advice - 
2. Link the various phases of mediation 
A Flows evenly from the introduction 
to issue identification 

B. Flows evenly from issue 
identification to discussion 

C. Flows evenly from discussion to 
agreement 

Doina Well 

3. Avoids rushing to solutions 
A. Allows disputants to process each 
stage fully 

B. Ailows disputants to discuss 
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emotional issues to a ~ v e  at a mutually 
agreeable resdution - 
C. Does not solve problems for the 
disputants 

D. Allows the disputants to converse the 
majonty of the time 

E. Assists in restoring relationships 
rather than focusing on detemining 
guilt or fixing blame 

4. Appropriate control of process 
A. Keeps the discussion rnoving 

B. Clarifies interests and issues 

C. Handles conflict so that disputants 
do not becorne embedded in positions 

D. Ensures that the ground niles are 
fo llowed 

E. Helps the parties identify and articulate 
underlying needs 

Additional comments: 
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Date Client # - 

Fuffillment Of Agreement 

Com~ieted N o t  Completed Not Yet com~leted 

Total completed ...................................... 
Total not wrnpleted.. .............................. 
Total not yet wmpleted .......................... 
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